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Abstract

This design seeks to transform the Japanese educational experience through the use of architecture. The aim is to provide an alternative
school that breaks from the uniformity of the current system and provides an educational environment that places an emphasis on
interaction, community, and learning. The school would serve as a junior high school combined with a small community library. The school
would accommodate 250-300 children. Ultimately, this school could serve as a model for future educational buildings within the Japanese
educational system.
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Preface
Re-activism – Faced with a scenario of contradictions, the reactive demands an understanding and a critical and
selective compression of information, which is potentially evolutionary…Rather than regenerating (completing) or
transforming (redefining) reality, re-activism is an issue of “resonating” with, in order to reform, restructure, reactivate
– reality.
-Manuel Gausa

The Re-Active works with many of the same
functions as a virus cell. In order to survive, a
virus cell must learn its context or its host. It then
finds ways to adapt and resist the host’s natural
anti-bodies. This adaptation seeks to resonate
throughout the body to promote the life of the
virus cell. In a similar sense, the re-active seeks
to understand its environment in order to reform,
restructure, and/or reactivate the environment.
Source: http://sarahschemblog.blogspot.com/2007_07_01_archive.html
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Introduction
Throughout the course of history, Japan has experienced several radical cultural
and social changes. Dating back to the Meiji Era in the mid-19th century, Japan
went from a feudal, shogunate society to a centralized Westernized government.
Under the new emperor, Meiji, Japan adopted Western political, judicial and
military institutions. During the “Meiji Restoration,” Japan transformed into
an industrialized world power. Japan’s economic and political influence grew
over time, culminating in its complete collapse after World War II. In the postwar reconstruction, the Japanese sacrificed individual liberties for safety and
predictability, as these became society’s new goals. Japan soon became a nation
with lifetime employment and a corporate system with stable cross-holdings of
shares. Individuals within the largely middle-class population had an assigned
place within the hierarchical structure of society and their workplaces. A strong
attitude developed that valued one’s work ethic, which prominently figured
into the role of Japanese citizen in society. However, by the 1970s, Japan had
achieved its national goal: to restore the country from the ruins of World War II,
develop the economy, and build a modern technological state. When that goal
was attained, Japan lost much of the motivating force that had knit the nation
so tightly together. Currently, affluent Japanese do not know what they want to
pursue and what defines them. Japanese author and filmmaker, Ryu Murakami
further explains the current situation in Japan:

Source: http://www.globalcompassion.com/shibuya.html

…I do not think the Japanese people have an identity in the first place. That is
the problem. Now, an identity is something that you establish when you realize
that there is “another,” something that is different from you, and from that point,
you start defining yourself. In America, there are all kinds of people, all kinds of
religions. Here in Japan, though, basically, all the people are the same. So how
can we establish our identity without having something or somebody different?
Gradually, the people have started to become aware of this and that is what
bothers them. They are asking themselves, “Do we really have an identity?” It is
not really a doubt of what you already have, but an anxiety towards the fact that
they do not really have anything to start off with.1
Japan currently faces a social dilemma- the work ethic that propelled Japan to
the forefront of the global marketplace after World War II has started to fade.
With the postwar generation aging, Japan has come to the realization that in the
process of reconstruction, creativity, individuality, and a sense of personal identity
were sacrificed for the greater good of rebuilding the country. Now that Japan
has become successful, the country turns to its youth for a new direction. Yet,
the young people in Japan are showing resistance to the traditional expectations
of their parents and seem lost in the search for a new identity.

Source: http://www.globalcompassion.com/shibuya.html

1. Sekiya, Junko. “Identity Crisis of the Japanese People”. Interview with Ryu Murakami. http://www.isc.meiji.ac.jp/~nomad/erickson/murakami/Part-5.html. 3/23/09.
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In short, Japan is in the midst of a generational crisis. The successes
following the reconstruction during World War II have made Japan a
global, economic power. However, the post-war urgency has faded
and the will and determination of past generations has been lost
among the youth of Japan. Today, youth and young adults no longer
see the need to follow the social mold created after the war. Yet, these
youth are caught in a difficult position, with no say in government
and an educational system that is outdated and that perpetuates the
post-war production mentality. Young people are inevitably faced with
corporate jobs for the men, while the women become stay-at-home
mothers upon marrying. This social structure has caused the youngest
generation to be termed the “fatherless generation”. Many young
people are growing up with fathers who work 16 hours per day and the
family structure that was once thought to be a highlight of Japanese
society is beginning to fade. Young people are struggling with issues
of identity, destiny and dignity. When there is a lack of direction and
guidance, youth turn to rebellion for identity; sexual adventures for love;
cliques and cults for power and belonging; and fantasy- the hikikomori,
for a better reality. This thesis will attempt to provide a new model for
the education system in Japan, a system that allows students the
opportunity to find their own identity and assert their own direction
in life, that nurtures them to discover their academic interests and to
pursue them. Murakami writes:

Source: http://www.globalcompassion.com/gallery01.html

Today, in a Japan fully conscious that modernization is over
and that we have caught up with the West, we turn to our
youth and ask them not for the devotion that served us so
well in the past but for fully developed skills and immediately
useful knowledge...The problem is that society has not made
it clear enough to them that to lead a full life they now need
specialized skills. So many elementary school children are still
locked into gruelling exam preparation schedules, but no one is
encouraging them to think about what sort of training they are
heading for or how best to prepare for the future.1

Source: http://t9610100.hp.infoseek.co.jp/pics.html
1. Murakami, Ryu. “Japan’s Lost Generation.” http://www.time.com/time/asia/magazine/2000/0501/japan.essaymurakami.html
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Hikikomori

The New Generation of Japan
Since youth have become disconnected from the strong sense of duty and purpose found in the post-war
generation, a new population of young people, rebellious and in most cases socially withdrawn, has appeared.
The Japanese word for this new demographic is “hikikomori”. Roughly translated, hikikomori means “pulling
away or socially confined”. These, “socially withdrawn” people find it extremely painful to communicate with the
outside world, and thus they turn to the tools that bring virtual reality into their closed rooms.
Japanese society is caught in a paradox: it is concerned with the increasing number of socially withdrawn kids,
while at the same time it applauds gizmos like new video games and manga comics. These new technologies
have made it possible to produce movies and graphics, as well as conduct commercial transactions, without
ever stepping out of the house. It inevitably fixes people in their individual spaces. In this information society,
none of us can be free from some form of social withdrawal. However, a culture of young people fixated
on gadgetry and virtual reality creates more than just a problem of identity. Japan ranks the highest among
developed nations in teenage suicides.
The pressures associated with traditions and collectivism create serious problems for people who do not
conform with society’s expectations. In most cases of suicide, young people are diligent, hard-workers who get
overwhelmed with company or school demands and see death as the only way to end their anxiety. The lack Source: http://emohairstylesfashion.blogspot.com/2007/12/
of flexibility and diversity in schools and companies, where people who are unorthodox or who have personal japanese-emo-hairstyles-for-young-girls.html
troubles can be ostracized, forces many young people, who are trying to find an accepted role in society, into
depression and mental anguish.
The problem of hikikomori is fostered within the current education system in Japan. Traditional education
focuses almost entirely on listening to a teacher’s lecture, not on discussion. Teachers give the only true answer
and students are expected to memorize these answers. Students are not encouraged to think for themselves
and when someone expresses his/her opinion, others agree almost automatically. There are several other
problems in education including: intense bullying, even in elementary schools and a lack of originality or creativity,
which stems from the lack of engagement between students and the faculty. The current education creates
conversations focused on yesterdays TV animation or some new video game. Students tend to be bullied if
they miss the pop culture dialogue of the day. With the advent of new technologies and the ever-growing young
population who lose themselves in virtual reality, Japan has a major problem of miscommunication in society.
Miscommunication prevails throughout our society: in the family, in the community, between
management and employees, between the financial world and the Ministry of Finance, between the
government and the people.1
The cause of the malfunctioning is due to the fact that by the 1970s, Japan had already achieved the national
goal; restore the country from the ruins of World War II, develop the economy and build a modern technological
state. When that great goal was attained, the Japanese lost their clearly defined role in society. That uncertainty
has pushed people further apart and caused a society with several major social issues. Hikikomori is one of
them.
1. http://www.time.com/time/asia/magazine/2000/0501/japan.essaymurakami.html
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Hikikomori

Parasite Singles & Hyper-Consumerism
The young people who don’t want to follow the social order become “parasite singles”. Parasite singles are unmarried people who live with
their parents even after graduation from university, and who depend on their parents for basic living necessities. According to a national
report titled Youth Employment and Labour Market Policies in Japan by Keiichi Yoshimoto, Associate Professor at Kyushu University,
parasite singles, total no less than 10 million. The number of such single people is most probably increasing across the country. Unwilling
to lower their living standards by marrying, or living independently from their parents, these parasite singles prefer the higher living standard
achieved by continuing to live in their parents’ home. Accordingly, the increase in the numbers of parasite singles results in rapidly growing
numbers of late marriages and couples with fewer children, which helps explains the declining birthrate in Japan.
Yoshimoto argues that the emergence of parasite singles can be partly explained by social and cultural factors unique to Japan, and partly
by political and economic factors. As for the latter factors, the structure of the lifetime employment system, and employment practices
such as the seniority wage system, which favor middle-aged and elderly people, as well as social security schemes that treat elderly people
generously, seem to affect the creation of parasite singles. Since parasite singles do not face financial difficulties, they do not look for jobs
with high wages, treating work as something akin to a hobby. Because of this attitude, if they find their job uncongenial, they immediately
give it up. The resulting unemployment of young people is a “luxury unemployment” that does not involve dire financial circumstances. “To
them, work is a discretionary pastime, or a means of earning pocket money.” This pocket money presents another problem within society,
the hyper-consumerism mentality, which developed from a sufficient source of income and no direction in life. It has reached a point
where girls are willing to sell their bodies in order to acquire designer bags and clothes. “Love Hotels” as they are loosely called provide
opportunities for young girls to meet with men in exchange for these types of popular items. This behavior fuels the “kawaii” image. Kawaii
roughly translated means cute. It represents the cute, innocent, almost infantile image of girls as a sex symbol. The kawaii image is also
seen in the manga comics that many of the parasite singles tend to follow.
Ryu Murakami believes that Japan’s future goals need to be redirected in order to accommodate the identity crisis among its youth. From
the children in junior and high schools to the young professionals in the workforce, the identity crisis of Japan’s younger generation has
affected every aspect of the culture. In post-WWII Japan, the notion of individuality and personal identity was abandoned for the security
associated with the collective. This has become a serious issue for Japan. In the last two decades, complacency with the post-war model
of society has driven out creativity and progress in Japan. It has forced Japan into a state of paralysis. Masaru Tamamoto, a Japanese
citizen and fellow of the World Policy Institute, further explains the issue in the NY Times:
Since the middle of the 19th century, our economic success has relied on the availability of
outside models from which to choose. Our model for social security took inspiration from
Bismarck’s Germany, state planning from the Soviet Union, public works from the Tennessee
Valley Authority, automobile assembly and manufacturing from Ford. Much of Japanese
innovation has involved perfecting what others have created... Japan’s rise to economic
greatness was basically a game of catch-up with the advanced West. So, what happened
once we caught up? Over the past two decades, the answer has largely been paralysis.
Japan’s ability to imitate outside models was mistaken for progress. But if progress is defined
by pursuing a vision of a desirable future, then the Japanese never progressed. What we had
was a concept of order and placement, which is essentially stasis. In the West, on the other
hand, the idea of progress rests on establishing individual autonomy and liberty. In Japan,
bureaucratic rule offered security and predictability — in exchange for personal freedom...1
1. Tamamoto, Masaru. “Japan’s Crisis of the Mind.” http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/02/opinion/02tamamoto.html
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Hikikomori

Unemployment and Suicide

With the technological and economic advances provided by the post-war generations, the youth of Japan do not see the need to seek
out long term employment. Many young people see employment as a hobby that helps fill the time and provide a means for the hyperconsumerism that plagues the younger generations. Granted, some numbers reflect the recent economic downturn felt worldwide but even
this problem reflects upon the broken education system. In continuing to work within a system that sacrifices creativity for conformity and
production, the workforce in Japan has not found ways to adapt to the current economic crisis.
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Suicide has a long-standing history in Japan’s past. The notion of suicide
comes from a strong cultural tradition of honor. In ancient and medieval
Japan, society was based on honor; honor to the emperor; honor to the
country and honor to your family and ancestry. If there was any dishonor
related to these bodies, then living with the dishonor was not tolerated
and culturally it was expected of you to end your life. There is no shame
attached to suicide as most Westerners come to expect. In Japan, suicide
is viewed as an acceptable, even honorable way of dealing with defeat or
failure.

Suicide rates

(per 100,000),

by gender, Japan, 1950-2006.
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Suicides in modern day Japan generally involve teenage to middle age
males; older males who may have just lost their job or younger males that
cannot handle the pressures associated with school and adolescence.
Japan in recent years has tried to combat the number of suicides among
its youth by setting up suicide prevention centers and call lines. However,
the efforts related to suicide prevention seem minimal when considering
the large numbers on individuals committing suicide daily in Japan.

10
0
1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2006
19.6 25.1 21.5 14.7 15.2 18.0 17.6 19.4 16.3 17.2 24.1 24.2 23.7
Total
24.0 31.5 25.1 17.3 17.2 21.4 22.2 26.0 20.4 23.4 35.2 36.1 34.8
Male
Female 15.3 19.0 18.1 12.2 13.2 14.6 13.1 13.1 12.4 11.3 13.4 12.9 13.2
Year

The school system has become a breeding ground for bullying and youth
violence. The fierce competition among students to showcase their
knowledge leaves the less inept kids prone to bullying and subsequent
suicide attempts. Granted, suicide is not viewed with the same negative
stereotype as many Westerners tend to believe, but the amount of young
people taking their lives is very alarming.

Suicide rates

(per 100,000),

by gender and age, Japan, 2006.
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Number of suicides by age group and gender. JAPAN, 2006.
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Declining Birth Rate
Due to the number of parasitic singles and hikikomori many young Japanese are finding it hard to find a partner. Marriage rates and
subsequently birth rates are on the decline in Japan. Most couples who do get married are simply not having kids. It appears that
the issues associated with the current young generation deters many couples from having and raising their children in the current
society. The population pyramid of 1950 shows that Japan had a standard-shaped pyramid marked by a broad base. The shape of
the pyramid, however, has changed dramatically as both the birth rate and death rate have declined. In 2008, the population of elderly
citizens (65 years and over) was 28.22 million, constituting 22.1 percent of the total population and marking record highs both in terms
of number and percentage. The speed of aging of Japan's population is much faster than in advanced Western European countries or
the U.S.A. Although the population of the elderly in Japan accounted for only 7.1 percent of the total population in 1970, 24 years later
in 1994, it had almost doubled in scale to 14.1 percent. In other countries with an aged population, it took 61 years in Italy, 85 years in
Sweden, and 115 years in France for the percentage of the elderly to increase from 7 percent to 14 percent of the population. These
comparisons clearly highlight the rapid progress of demographic aging in Japan.1

1. http://www.stat.go.jp/english/data/handbook/c02cont.htm
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Aging Population

The percentage of young people in Japan (0-14 years) has been
shrinking since 1982. In 2008, the population of young people
amounted to 17.18 million, accounting for 13.5 percent of the
total population, the lowest level on record since the Population
Estimates began. The working-age population (15-64 years)
totaled 82.30 million, continuing its decline since 1996. In share
terms, it accounted for 64.5 percent of the entire population. As
a result, the ratio of the dependent population (the sum of the
elderly and younger age population divided by the working-age
population) was 55.2 percent. In terms of their proportion of the
total population, the elderly have surpassed the younger age
group since 1997.1

1. http://www.stat.go.jp/english/data/handbook/c02cont.htm
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Existing Educational Structure

The upper Secondary Schools (our equivalent of high school) consist of
three different courses: full-time, part-time, and correspondence. Course
duration is three years for full-time, and three or more years for either
part-time or correspondence courses. There are two different types of
educational content in upper secondary schools: general education and
specialized education. General courses mainly provide a general education
in response to the needs of students who want to go on to higher education
or want to enter the work force, but have yet to select a specific job.
Specialized courses concentrate on vocational and other relevant subject
areas for students who have a specific occupation in mind as their future
career. Agriculture, industry, commerce, fishery, homemaking, nursing,
information and welfare, and so on are among these specialized courses.1

1. Yoshimoto, Keichi, Youth Employment and Labour Market Policies in Japan. Ministry of Education
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Uniformity, Standards, Exam Based Learning
The current educational system doesn’t promote active engagement between students, or between students and their teachers. Since the
educational system focuses on specific standards, all classes, even art and physical education, focus on meeting these standards so that
students can advance to the next grade. Classes and material are so standardized that sitting in a class in Fukuoka on any given day might
be no different in format and information than sitting in a class in Tokyo or Nagoya. Students stay in their homeroom all day while the teachers
rotate to the different classrooms. Students are assigned seats and change seats every 6 weeks. During class time there is virtually no talking
by the students. Most are vigorously taking notes and trying to comprehend the Sensei’s lecture, while some students, who may have a
behavioral problem or just cannot learn through memorization, typically sleep or cause disruptions. The system does not allow teachers to
remove disruptive students from the classroom, which leaves many classes chaotic and makes it difficult for other students to learn. Further,
there is no attempt to accommodate children with different learning styles. Finally, there is still a cultural stigma surrounding children with
learning disabilities, who are often forced to attend separate “special schools.” The attitude towards students with special needs is generally
they are not trying hard enough, which perpetuates an environment of negativity and eventual failure.1

1. Yoshimoto, Keichi, Youth Employment and Labour Market Policies in Japan. Ministry of Education
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Existing Educational Structure
Lack of Creativity and Engagement
The structure of the education system in Japan promotes conformity, with a
larger social expectation that youth will become productive, lifetime workers. This
mentality suited the Post War generations and it pushed Japan back onto the
global economic and technological stage. However, now that Japan has reached
a level of success, this conformity and sacrifice of individualism is obsolete.
Japan is living in the 21st century but still clings to a 20th century mentality. The
repercussions are starting to show with the younger generations. The “future of
Japan” are trying to find a new direction for their country but cannot overcome the
oppressive educational system that breeds obedient, productive workers.

Bullying and Violence
With an education system based on scoring, testing, and personal achievements,
bullying and school violence is prevalent throughout Japan. Students who may
have a hard time adapting to the rigid educational structure are singled out by
other students for being slow or lazy. There is an amazing paradox between the
social and communal public world and the fierce competitive nature nurtured
within the school system. This fierce competition causes many students to take
their own lives or exert their frustrations on other students.

Cram Schools
Based on Johnson and Johnson’s (1996) study, about 60% of Japanese high
school students attend extra programs after school in order to prepare for
entrance examinations for college. Some students go to cram schools because
they do not want to fall behind their classmates. Since the education system is
setup in such a way that does not allow for discussion, students who need to
ask questions must do so after school hours. Furthermore, many students do
not ask questions in the first place, for questioning the ‘sensei’ during a lecture is
seen as disrespectful. Crams schools in Japan can be categorized into two types.
One is academic-oriented, which is important for the preparation for entrance
examinations, and the other is non-academic-oriented, for fostering special talents
and skills. In most cases, students go to cram school for extra help understanding
a subject or before entrance exams.

12
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CLASSROOMS OFFER NO
CHANCE FOR INTERACTION

HALLWAYS ONLY ENFORCE THE
FEELING OF UNIFORMITY AND ARE
POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS AREAS
FOR BULLYING

FLOOR LEVELS ARE DIVIDED BY GRADE,
ONLY FURTHER ISOLATING KIDS AND
PREVENTING INFORMAL INTERACTIONS

Post-War Reconstruction
After the war, and the subsequent American occupation, the Japanese
constructed many new schools, all of which were built on a standard
module, a long, linear, single loaded corridor building with a series of
classrooms that served as libraries, cafeterias, and other functions. In a
country that prides themselves on technological innovations, the places of
education are dismal, outdated structures that only further inhibit progress
within the educational system.
MASTERS THESIS DOCUMENT
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Premise
There seems to be a great contradiction within Japan’s cultural and educational systems. Japan is a nation based around community.
The family, the workplace, the neighborhood; almost every aspect of their life revolves around the idea of the collective, with one blaring
exception: the education system. Education in Japan has become a highly isolated and individualized activity. In the most critical stages
of self development and maturing, Japanese students are left to fend for themselves in a highly competitive, highly detached educational
system. A system that emphasizes one directional learning, where memorization is key and personal achievement is left entirely up to
the individual and his/her will to reach the next level. The system has become so highly standardized, so mechanical that it has become
counterproductive. Instead of allowing kids to express themselves and utilize their raw creativity, the system suppresses them so they
conform to society’s expectations. This has created serious tensions among the younger generations of Japan, who are fighting against the
society constructed by older generations and who are seeking an outlet to creatively express themselves and find a purpose, an identity,
for their own autonomous lives.
This thesis seeks to address the current social woes affecting Japan by introducing an outlet for the tension between teens and the current
societal expectations. The project will create a type of school that emphasizes positive social interaction between students and also
between students and teachers. The strategy for introducing this new learning environment will take precedent from the communal mindset of the larger community. By making spaces that are more conducive to group learning, interaction, and discussion, students will be
able to develop their own opinions and freely express their thoughts without fear of ridicule or condemnation.
This new school does not seek to change the curriculum specifically
designed for each grade, but rather through the architecture, work to
change how the material is learned. A modified educational setting can
help students to not only absorb the necessary information but also
to develop their own, critical opinions of such work. The school will be
geared towards the junior high school level because this is the time
in the current Japanese education system where creativity and group
learning are abandoned and replaced with individual memorization and
regurgitation. Junior high school is also a critical stage of development
for young people and the experiences within the new type of school will
help the children as they mature. To address the young people outside
of school and the community at large the project will work to provide
gallery space and a larger public library where students and local artists
can display work and where students’ parents can gather during the
day to discuss and debate current issues. To be clear, this thesis does
not seek to prescribe a certain identity to this generation nor does it
wish to place an American educational model within Japan. Rather, by
capitalizing on certain aspects existing within the society, it seeks to
provide a means for the young people in Japan to discover their own
identity.
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Current issues in Japan derive from a broken educational system
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Vision

Believing that architecture can provide a means for social institutions to evolve, this thesis investigates an
alternative educational environment, one which, places an emphasis on community, interaction, and the
promotion of learning.
MASTERS THESIS DOCUMENT
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Educational Themes
Proactive
The proactive section of learning incorporates lectures and critical thinking.
Within the proactive section, students are encouraged to question and
evaluate the information presented while also forcing the students to be
self-reliant and self-motivated. These spaces would contain some classroom
structure but would be flexible and adaptable to different teaching styles.

Interactive
The interactive section of learning involves group projects and collective
learning. This type of learning introduces teamwork and group decision
making. The interactive section also incorporates the arts and crafts of
learning. Within the interactive section students would take part in art,
woodshop, theater, and music classes. Science experimentation and
computer technology classes all fall under the interactive portion of learning.
These spaces would most likely be open and flexible to allow for creative and
group activities.

OLD

NEW
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Active
The active section of learning allows the children to expel excess
energy while also promoting fitness and an overall well-being. Aside
from the multi-purpose athletic fields, the active spaces would
also involve some form of agriculture space. Agriculture and selfsustinence is a common practice for most Japanese citizens. With
the introduction of a school garden, students can take pride in the
produce they tend to while also learning to be self-sufficient.

Individual
The individual section of learning provides students with a quiet,
peaceful space to study their class material. Since the school
system still revolves around examinations, study areas are a critical
element of the learning process, however, they are not the only one.
These spaces should be well lit and quiet, requiring specific attention
to acoustics and daylighting and the appropriate levels for optimum
retention and comprehension.

MASTERS THESIS DOCUMENT
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Fukuoka Power 2009
Hakata Primary School (2007)
Due to the declining birthrate in Fukuoka, city officials are striving to create an exceptional
environment for parents to raise their children. This effort calls for the cooperation of
local families, schools, government and the community as a whole. The Fukuoka Child
Consultation Center “Egaokan”, offers numerous consultation services for children under
the age of 20. The centre also provides comprehensive professional consultation and help
concerning health care, social welfare and education. In order to promote the education of
the next generation, Fukuoka has set up 6 “Children’s Plazas” in different parts of the city,
including Higashi-ku, Hakata-ku, Chuo-ku, Minami-ku, Jonan-ku, and Nishi-ku. These plazas
are designed to promote communication and open up a channel for consultation for the
benefit of parents and their children. The city has also made use of available classrooms at
schools and cultural centers, turning them into “child-raising information and advice forums.”

To the right is the new Hakata Primary School. The
school is comprised of 4 local schools that is now
combined into one. Opening up the school and allowing
a more open line of communication between students
and teachers allows students to ask questions and feel
more comfortable in the learning process.
Above is an example of the “Children’s Plazas” that
gives the young people of Fukuoka the opportunity to
play and express themselves.

Source: http://www.city.fukuoka.lg.jp/promo/english/magazine/04/
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Program
Proactive

Active

9 Lecture Areas
(64 m2 each)
1 Extended Lecture Area
1 Computer Lab
w/ Breakaway Partition
1 Print-Making Station
Library
Book Storage
Study Areas
Reading Areas

576 m

2

240 m2
140 m2
64 m2
1000 m2
300 m2
500 m2

Sub-Total: 2820 m2

Interactive
Auditorium
Foyer/Dining & Cafe
Student Gallery
Science Lab Area
w/ Attached Greenhouse
Workshop/Art Area
Music Room
Performance Space
Main Dining Area
Upper Lounge/Dining
Upper Lounge
(Above Workshop)

610 m2
165 m2
410 m2
450 m2
730 m2
580 m2
580 m2
330 m2
70 m2
75 m2

Main Exterior Deck
Ext. Deck Over Lab
Ext. Deck Over Workshop
School Garden
Athletic Field
Athletic Facility
(on adjacent field)

800 m2
150 m2
130 m2
100 m2
11,150 m2
1268 m2

Individual
Administration
5 Breakout Spaces
(60 m2 each)
2 Teacher Prep Areas
(60 m2 each)
Kitchen

580 m2
300 m2
120 m2
110 m2

Sub-Total: 1110 m2

Total Net m2: 7930 m2
Net x 1.5 = Gross m2
Total Gross m2 : 11895 m2

Sub-Total: 4000 m2
Building off of the programs already instituted in Fukuoka, this project incorporates the community at several levels. The school library
serves as a small community library, while the auditorium also serves as a community lecture hall. The performance space opens up to
the street and can serve as a small community center. The program constantly strives to articulate the relationships between the public
and private components of the school and the community. Working within the context of Japan and the close relationship of building
and nature, the program also introduces communal garden spaces where students can learn about different plants and take pride in
maintaining their own garden.
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Site

Overview
Fukuoka City is located at 130° 24’ 06” E. Longitude and 33° 35’ 24” N.
Latitude. Standing in the heart of the crescent-shaped Fukuoka Plain,
the city faces the Genkai Sea to the north, and Hakata Bay, defined by
Uminonakamichi and the Itoshima peninsula. To the south is the Sefuri
mountain range, and to the east the Sangun range. There are a number
of rivers – the Tatara, Naka and Muromi, for example – flowing into
Hakata Bay, but most of them are medium and small-sized rivers.
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Why Fukuoka?
Aside from Tokyo, Fukuoka is considered one of the more
progressive cities in Japan. Unlike Tokyo, Fukuoka has a
well defined city center with many surrounding residential
neighborhoods. The site is located just outside the city
center. It lies between the city center and what is considered
a residential center. Being open to all sides the site provides
numerous access points. To the southwest there is the
Tenjin-Omuta Rail that runs atop one of several “Green
Corridors” that snake through the city. To the northeast
is the major roadway Route 602 that links the residential
center directly to the city center. Taking into consideration
that many students have to travel either by bike or train,
the site allows for all students from every part of the city to
attend the school.

JOHN J BARKER III

Location

Larger Context

Site Location
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Site

Master Plan
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The project takes advantage of two, relatively open, sites. The proposed site for the project held a high school before being demolished
several years ago while the site adjacent to the hospital currently possesses a Junior high school. The project seeks to construct the new
Junior High School on the vacant site near the rail line. After its completion, construction could begin on a new high school, based on the
same pedagogic principles as the junior high school, on the site adjacent to the hospital creating a continuous link from junior high to college
based on an open, interactive learning style.
24
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Site

Strategies
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Concepts
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Breaking of the Form

Materiality

By breaking up the long, linear bar, the project sheds the
traditional educational pedagogy at a fundamentally formal
level, an impression that can instantly impact all who
view the building. By breaking up the bar, an emphasis is
created around the two pieces that detach from the core.
These pieces architecturally, represent the essence of the
project, openness, transparency, and an informal learning
environment.

Working with the ides of openness, transparency, and lightness, the
project uses wood and glass to create screens and varying levels
of visual clarity. The building can be seen as a progression. The
progression starts at the street or city-side with tightly placed vertical
louvers. The program within is regulated on a structural grid. As you
move through the building and out towards the gardens, the louvers
are less frequent and the grid dissolves into distinct glass boxes. Similar
to Japanese concepts of space and time and the illusion of space, the
levels of visual clarity in the building change with each new move.

Internal Garden

Continuous Circulation

The fractured nature of the form lends itself to a shared,
communal space between the independent “gems” and
the core of the program. This interstitial space is what the
Japanese call “ma” or the space between. This in-between
space becomes a communal greenspace linking the programs.

Breaking from the single loaded corridor found in all post-war schools,
the project introduces a continuous circuit which is dictated by a
continuous deck. The deck creates a seamless surface on the second
floor that blurs the line between the interior and exterior spaces while also
linking the “gems” to the core of the building.
JOHN J BARKER III

Ground Floor Plan
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The ground floor of the project holds the programs that require large, open spaces. The auditorium with community library anchors
the building along the rail line. The science labs greet visitors as they enter off the street between the auditorium and administration.
The performance and music rooms sit street-side, opposite to the workshop with the service and dining services at the far end.
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Spatial Qualities
These images show the varying spatial
characteristics throughout the building. From
the stepped atrium above the auditorium
to the mix of interior to exterior spaces
in the section at the bottom, the project
incorporates a mix of spatial experiences
to enhance the character of the learning
environment. The traditional Japanese
breakdown of space through the perception
of thresholds is a concept incorporated at
various levels throughout the project.

Traditional Layering of Space

0
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Second Floor Plan
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The second floor plan clearly illustrates the effect of the deck as
a unifying element. The wood deck not only links programmatic
elements but also helps link the interior and exterior spaces. The
lecture ares are located to the north with the service bar in the center
of the building. The lecture areas are defined from left to right by shear
walls every three modular bays and from north to south by a curtain
wall to the north and another shear wall to the south. The shear walls
help contain seismic forces throughout the length of the building but
they also create a definitive transition between spaces. This hard-lined
transition begins to dissolve as you move from the lecture areas out
towards the garden areas.
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View of Main Dining Area from Second Floor Lounge
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Third Floor Plan
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The third floor plan helps illustrate the relation of
the deck to the rest of the building. Being three
stories high, the library not only offers a view of
the deck but also provides a view of the green
roof over the core of the building (as shown on
the facing page). The roof over the core building
consists of several skylights that wash light into
the study and breakout spaces on the second
floor.
Approach from North
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Auditorium Foyer
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View of Deck from Third Floor of Library
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Spatial Qualities
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Interior of Workshop
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Main Entry
JOHN J BARKER III

Systems
NOT TO SCALE

Kengo Kuma - Museuem of Ando Hiroshige Tochigi
Source: GA 19: Kengo Kuma. ADA Editors. Tokyo, Japan. October, 2005
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Spatial Qualities
SKYLIGHTS
EXTERIOR WOOD DECK

GLASS CURTAIN WALL
w/ GLASS MULLIONS

GREENHOUSE

Junya Ishigami - Kanagawa Institute of Technology
Interior of Lab
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Source: http://archide.wordpress.com/2009/02/06/junya-ishigami’s-university-project-space-tokyo
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Location

FUKUOKA

Address:
40

Kusunoki Hiroshi Minami-ku, Fukuoka 2-chome
JOHN J BARKER III

Census Data

As of May 2007, the city had an estimated population of
1,422,836 and a density of 4,184.07 persons per km². The total
area is 340.60 km². With an average age of 38.6 years, Fukuoka
is Japan's second youngest major city and with a growth rate
of 4.4%, is also Japan's second-fastest growing city (based
on 2000 census data). According to Fukuoka Now a recent
government survey found Fukuoka has over 1200 homeless, the
4th highest number for any city in Japan.
Fukuoka was selected as one of Newsweek's 10 "Most Dynamic
Cities" in its July 2006 issue. Fukuoka has a diverse culture and
a wide range of cultural attractions. In its July/August 2008 issue,
Monocle selected Fukuoka as number 17 of the "Top 25 Liveable
Cities". It was chosen for excellent shopping, outstanding food,
good transport links, good museums, "a feeling of openness in its
sea air", green spaces and because it's friendly, safe, clean and
close to East Asia.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fukuoka,_Fukuoka
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History

Major Historical Events and Radical Paradigm Shifts
Mongol Invasions
Fukuoka being a port city and the closest of the Japanese cities to China and Korea made it a
gateway into Japan. In 1274 Kublai Khan mounted an invasion of the northern part of Kyushu
with a fleet of 900 ships and 33,000 troops, which included troops from Goryeo on the Korean
peninsula. This first invasion was compromised by a combination of incompetence and storms.
After the first invasion of 1274, Japanese samurai built a stone barrier 20 kilometers in length
bordering the coast of Hakata Bay in what is now Fukuoka city. The wall, between 2–3 metres
in height and having a base width of 3 metres, was constructed between 1276 and 1277 and
was excavated in the 1930s.

1

Westernization
Under the Emperor Meiji, Japan underwent a major transformation. The emperor
transformed Japan from a modest, agrarian society to a modern, industrial power. With
Meiji Restoration of the 19th century, Fukuoka-ken entered the modern era and became
one of the driving forces in the Japanese industrial revolution. Factories were built in nearby
Kita-kyushu, and the rural hinterlands of the Chikuho area became a major source of coal
for the burgeoning economy.

2

World War II: Reconstruction
During the first half of the 20th century Fukuoka began to grow, opening a large university
(Kyushu Imperial University), an international airport and a subway system (that was expanded
in 2005). The city was bombed and damaged during the Pacific War and elements of the
notorious Unit 731 performed operations on POWs at Kyushu Imperial University. After the
surrender of Japan, American Forces occupied Japan for several years to help oversee the
reconstruction efforts. At this point in time, the Japanese adopted many of the American
social systems, one of these being the educational system. Schools were built in all cities
and towns based on a standard plan. Long, linear, single-loaded buildings were constructed
to educate the young people in the community. In contemporary Japan, many schools still
function in these outdated structures, further inhibiting progress in the school system.
Image 1: http://www.lssu.edu/faculty/jswedene/World_Civilizations_I_8_A.html
Image 2: http://www.allempires.com/article/index.php?q=meiji_restoration
Image 3: http://www.childlit.com/battledore/shop/index.php
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History

Japanese City Growth

Medieval Kyoto

Medieval Tokyo

Grid

Kyoto is one of the only Japanese cities laid out on a grid system. Kyoto was
once the capital of Japan and the city adopted the grid as the governing
urban growth system. Within the grid there is no centrality, this ambiguity is a
common theme throughout Japanese architecture.

Linear

Some towns and cities were formed as a result of waterways. These
waterways, some natural and some man-made fed the rice fields of the town,
hence the city slowly grew along these paths.

Cellular

The last significant type of urban growth was the cellular growth. Made up
of pockets of neighborhoods based on occupation and hereditary lines, the
cellular growth pattern was a matter of acquiring neighborhoods over time to
slowly form a city. Most Japanese cities are based off of this style of growth,
including Tokyo and Fukuoka.
Images Source: Copur, Ulker. “Japan”. Modernism in the Non-Western World. Lecture Notes. Oct. 2008
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History

Fukuoka City Growth
This 1925 map illustrates the slow acquisition
of neighboring towns to officially form what we
now know as Fukuoka City. The red portion
of the map highlights the initial settlement in
Fukuoka with the yellow and blue subsequent
additions to the city.
Source: http://jpimg.digital.archives.go.jp/kouseisai/map/fukuoka_e.html
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History
Fukuoka Land Acquisition Under Emperor Meiji during the Modernization Effort
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Fukuoka became one unified city in 1889 during
Emperor Meiji’s modernization program. The initial
city was comprised of a merger between the port
based trading town of Hakata, and Fukuoka, an
area where many samurai resided. As time went
on, Fukuoka grew from these two centers and
acquired several other neighboring towns until 1969
when the Fukuoka city government demarcated the
Urban Zones.
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Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Climate Data
Overview
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Climate Data

Sun Path Diagram
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Climate Data

Optimum Orientation

In order to best take advantage of minimum cooling and heating loads, the building should be oriented roughly 8o off of the southern axis. As
the chart above illustrates the under-heated period in Fukuoka’s climate is fairly short compared to the overheated period (shown in the wider
red circle).
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Climate Data

Prevailing Winds

These three graphs illustrate the wind intensity, temperature, and relative humidity of the prevailing winds in Fukuoka. Since Fukuoka sits in
a valley, enclosed by mountains with the exception of the side to the sea, Fukuoka does not experience strong gusts of wind. As the graphs
illustrate above the winds tend to be warm with average levels of moisture.
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Climate Data

Relative Humidity

As the chart above illustrates the relative humidity in Fukuoka can be fairly high at times. Located on an island in the south of Japan, Fukuoka
is closer to the equator but still experiences high levels of humidity in the spring and summer months.
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Climate Data

Active Cooling Options

As the chart above illustrates the relative humidity in Fukuoka can be managed mainly through cross ventilation. Being so humid, evaporative
cooling is not a feasible sustainable alternative. Throughout the history of Japanese architecture and even in most contemporary buildings,
cooling by way of an articulated natural ventilation serves as the main source of temperature control.
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Climate Data
Solar Radiation
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Climate Data
Rainfall

ैဠဓࡂܽќ৵యᆘ̈́ဓౖɌɔͅ
ɨʊʉʏʃʇʔȻɜʑʀʍɼʂʀȻɯʀʈʋʀʍɼʏʐʍʀȻɼʉɿȻɭɼʄʉʁɼʇʇ

ဓܽ๗̛̛ɌɓɉɋͨȻȻȻȻȻȻ

৵యᆘ̛̛ɌɇɌɔɐɉɋʈʈ

ɍɋɋɒȻɜʑʀʍɼʂʀȻɯʀʈʋʀʍɼʏʐʍʀ

ɍɋɋɒȻɯʊʏɼʇȻɭɼʄʉʁɼʇʇ

ࡂܽ̈́ͨͅ

৵యᆘ̈́ʈʈͅ

ɯʀʈʋʀʍɼʏʐʍʀ

Ȼɭɼʄʉʁɼʇʇ














Fukuoka’s sub-tropical climate experiences generally mild
weather with a short rainy season. For the most part there is
a steady amount of rain through the winter and spring months
with the amount of rain increasing during the summer months.
Fukuoka is usually very hot and humid which, during the
summer months, makes it an ideal place for sudden, intense
thunderstorms that can cause minor flooding. The site design
must accommodate for these strong periods of rain with an
appropriate water management system, perhaps re-using
rainwater within the building or as a cooling effect.


























  



ૃᆍ̡ܰࠉࣤࡂൊ
ɮʊʐʍɾʀɕɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏȻɨʀʏʀʊʍʊʇʊʂʄɾɼʇȻɪɽʎʀʍʑɼʏʊʍʔ
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Climate Data

Heat Island Effect

Thermal Image of “Heat Island Effect” in Fukuoka Prefecture
Fukuoka currently suffers from the Heat Island Effect caused by the
numerous buildings and heat trapping hardscapes within the city. The
map on the right illustrates the heat density of the city in a one year
period. The site, being located within the center of Fukuoka, responds
to these conditions with an active cooling strategy for the building and
the site design. Fukuoka has started programs to help cool the city by
introducing a large water source on the outskirts of town. The city has
also started planting trees along major roadways and rail lines to create
several “green” parkways throughout the city. One of these pedestrian
greenbelts runs along the west site boundary. The project brings this
greenbelt into the site creating a buffer between the academic and athletic
activties while also greening the site and ultimately helping reduce the
heat island effect.

″⁖⁛⁕⁗‒‿⁓‒⁘‒“⁆⁚⁗‒‵⁛‒‴⁞⁛⁙‒⁆⁓⁓⁗‒⁉⁛⁖”

›⁓⁝⁓⁓

⁄ ⁓

›⁛⁙⁓⁚⁛‟⁓⁝⁓

Source: http://www.ide.titech.ac.jp/~icuc7/extended_abstracts/pdf/384608-1-090514232915-002.pdf
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Climate Data

Earthquake Hazard
Although earthquakes are not as threatening as other areas of Japan,
Fukuoka does have to accommodate for seismic design in any new
construction. The diagram on the right shows Fukuoka’s seismic
activity compared to the rest of Japan, while the other diagrams
illustrate some basic design strategies when coping with earthquakeprone areas.

Source: Charleson, Andrew, Seismic Design for Architects: Outwitting the Quake. Architectural Press, Boston MA, 2008
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The City of Fukuoka has broken down the city into several different
land use zones depending on building type , current and anticipated
use of the area. Since the city is a conglomeration of many smaller
towns and neighborhoods, the city has varying densities and
building typologies scattered throughout the city. The main city
center is located in the relative center of the city and is comprised of
the Chuo Ward. City sub-centers are high density pockets scattered
around different parts of the city, which in most cases, were the
downtown areas of the previous smaller towns. The district centers
are the current centers for the Ward municipalities. Within the map
to the left the centers, sub-centers, land-use, designated green
space and major access routes are all illustrated.
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Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Transportation
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The basic policies are taken from the City of
Fukuoka website and are illustrated below:
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Fukuoka City’s Transportation Policy
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ɪʍʊʉʊʎʃʄʈɼȻɤʎʇɼʉɿ ɢʀʉʆɼʄʅʄʈɼȻɤʎʇɼʉɿ
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̛̛̛̛̛̛ߴದޛᇓ
̛̛̛̛̛̛ࣤޛݬᇓ
̛̛̛̛̛̛ຟଜޛᇓ
̛̛̛̛̛̛প෬ৃ

Improvement of key roads including trunk
roads and the Fukuoka Urban Expressway.
Strengthening of the juncture function at
railway stations and bus terminals.
Improved parking lots for vehicles and
bicycles.
Improvement of traffic management
through the installation of exclusive bus
lanes and the enforcement of flexible
working hours.
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ϧϭϦႎ̛
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Ɍɐႎ̛
ɎɌӨ

ɐɌɌɇɒɌɋʈȻȻ
ɐɔɇɋɎɋʈȻȻ
ɏɍɋɇɍɎɋʈȻȻ
ɎɋɇɐɎɋʈȻȻ
ɌɇɎɏɋʈȻȻ
ɍȻ
Ɍɍɏɇɒɏɋʈ

๒દ৸ഒาທ

Ɍɋႎ̛

ɐɐɉɏɑʆʈȻ

ຌଆඵଆ
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ଆඵଆ

ɌɍӨ

ȻȻȻȻɔɇɐɍɋʈɍ

ɑӨ

ɍɉɔɔʃɼȻȻ

ຌଆұ̶ӑҼӝ

Strengthening of public transportation
systems including railways and buses.

ɧʀʂʀʉɿ

ຌଆಔᄿທᇓ

ɠʓʋʍʀʎʎʒɼʔʎ

ଗᅅທᇓ̈́ਇທͅɨɼʅʊʍȻɭʊɼɿʎȻɃʉɼʏʄʊʉɼʇȻʃʄʂʃʒɼʔʎɄ
า̛̛ທ

ɭɼʄʇʒɼʔʎ

එȻȻ݀ȻȻา

ɮʐɽʒɼʔȻɧʄʉʀʎ

Realization of transportation with less
load on the environment that is easy for
everyone to use through the elimination
of a level difference and a decrease in
total vehicle traffic.

එ݀า̈́ऱ ͅݬɮʐɽʒɼʔȻɧʄʉʀʎȻɃɫʇɼʉɄ
ӂҫұ̶ӑҼӝ

ɝʐʎȻɯʀʍʈʄʉɼʇʎ

২̛̛ᇓ

ɮʀɼȻɭʊʐʏʀʎ

Fortunately, the site is flanked by a heavily utilized rail line, the Tenjin-Omuta Line on the west side and a major vehicular thruway to
the east. The project accommodates these dominant traffic patterns while locating the main entrance on the rail side to place a higher
emphasis on local transit. The project also designates a significant area near the main entrance for bicycle storage.
Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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ɯɼʏɼʍɼȻɭʄʑʀʍ
ɣɼʆɼʏɼȻɝɼʔ
ɩʊʆʊʉʊʎʃʄʈɼȻɤʎʇɼʉɿ
ɢʍʀʀʉȻɜʍʀɼȻɮʔʈɽʊʇȻʊʁȻ
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ɨʏɉȻɲɼʆɼʎʐʂʄ

ɢʍʀʀʉȻɝɼʎʀ

ɤʈɼʕʐȻɯʄɿʀʇɼʉɿ

Aerial of Designated Green Area on the outskirts of
Fukuoka City

ɢʍʀʀʉȻɜʍʈ
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ɢʍʀʀʉȻɜʍʈ
ɶɲʀʎʏʀʍʉȻɜʍʈɸ

ɶɣɼʆɼʏɼɈʉʊɈʈʊʍʄȻɣʄʇʇʎɸ

ɨʏɉȻɣʊʈɼʉ

ɢʍʀʀʉȻɰʍɽɼʉȻɜʍʀɼ
ɨʏɉȻɦʊʉʊʎʐ

ɢʍʀʀʉȻɜʍʈ

ɨʏɉȻɮʃʄʊʅʄ

ɨʏɉȻɦɼʉʊ
ɶɞʀʉʏʍɼʇȻɢʍʀʀʉɽʀʇʏȻɵʊʉʀɸ

ɨʏɉȻɯɼʆɼʎʊ

ɢʍʀʀʉȻɭʊɼɿʎ
ɨʏɉȻɤʄʈʊʍʄ
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ɣʄʄȻɭʄʑʀʍ

̛̛ࣤက

ɢʍʀʀʉȻɲɼʏʀʍȻɱʀʄʉ

রȻ

ݙȻȻ
܆

ɏɔɎ

Fukuoka ɔhas recently introduced a City Greening Initiative.
ৃڰর܆
Ɍ
As
shown in
the previous site analysis, Fukuoka suffers from
ۥຌর܆
Ɏ
the
Heat
Island
Effect. During the summer, the inner parts
৽র܆
ɔ
එ ࣤ রof
 ܆the city
can be unbearable with temperatures nearing
ɐ
ࣝᆥর܆
ɑɑ the humidity levels reaching 90-100%. The city
100 F and
ࣤޛর܆
ɏɋɋ
has
designated
some areas of the city as preserved green
ᆜ̛̛̛̛එ
Ɏɓ
areas
while
also
adding green promotion areas with linking
ြ̛̛̛̛܆
Ɏ
green
beltways.
All are attempts to help cool the densely
̠ຟဠᆜඑေඑࣤ
ɮɾʀʉʄɾȻɵʊʉʀȻɼʉɿȻɢʍʀʀʉȻɮʋɼɾʀȻɞʊʉʎʀʍʑɼʏʄʊʉȻɵʊʉʀ
constructed areas of the city. The site lies right along one of
̛̛ࣤက
the green̛ݙ
beltways that runs through the city. The problem of
ȻȻȻȻඑȻȻࣤ
Ɍɍ̛̛̛
the
Heat
Island
Effect will definitely play a role in the design of
ຟဠᆜඑေඑࣤ
ɑɓ̛̛̛
the site.
ຟଜর܆

ɨʏɉȻɜɽʐʍɼ
ɨʊʐʉʏɼʄʉȻɝɼʎʀȻɢʍʀʀʉȻɵʊʉʀ
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ɨʐʍʊʈʄȻɭʄʑʀʍ

ɨʏɉȻɭɼʄ

ఃѢᆜඑࠄ̛ᆜѢᇽ
અэёᆜඑ
༨ണৗయੑഷ

ɨʏɉȻɤʃɼʍɼ

ᆜѢయႾ

ɨʏɉȻɦɼʉɼ
ɢʍʀʀʉȻɡʊʍʀʎʏȻɧʊʊʋ

ᆜѢ
ᆜѢѳѕ
๒દѢࠩќўѿᆜ

ɨʏɉȻɮʀɽʐʍʄ

ɋ

Ɍ

ɍ

ɐ ʆʈ

ᆜѢદޛඑ
ᆟඑ
එ
ݓಖ̠యნ

Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Waterworks and Sewerage
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ɞʃʄʆʐʂʊȻɪʂʊʍʄȻɤʉʏʀʍɾʃɼʉʂʀ

ಖҲӒ
ɠʂɼʒɼȻɟɼʈ

ʔ

દވڰ
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ɯʀʍɼʐɾʃʄȻɟɼʈ

ச౸८ಖҲӒ

ɜʈɼʂʄȻɤʉʏʀʍɾʃɼʉʂʀ

ɧʀʂʀʉɿ

ɞʄʏʔȻɝʊʐʉɿɼʍʔ

્ҲӒ

ਨโಖ

ɮɼʏɼȻɭʄʑʀʍ

႐̛ᆯ

ɲɼʍɿȻɝʊʐʉɿɼʍʔ

ɦʊʄʎʃʄʒɼʍɼʂɼʒɼȻɟɼʈ

ᅽယɤɉɞ

ɦʐʍʐʈʀȻɤʉʏʀʍɾʃɼʉʂʀ

චঝಖ

ɞʃʄʆʐʂʊȻɭʄʑʀʍ

ɤɉɞ
ɜʎɼʆʐʍɼȻɤʉʏʀʍɾʃɼʉʂʀ

႐̛ᆯ
ɧʀʂʀʉɿ

ଘయѧ༕య

ɤʉʏɼʆʀȻʊʍȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɽʐʏʄʊʉȻɮʏɼʏʄʊʉ

༁ცɤɉɞ

య

ɣɼʆʄȻɤʉʏʀʍɾʃɼʉʂʀ

ɫʐʍʄʏʄɾɼʏʄʊʉȻɫʇɼʉʏʎ

࠻ಇҲӒ

ɠʓʄʎʏʄʉʂȻɟɼʈʎ

॔ಇ̠ऱݬҲӒ
ȻɟɼʈʎȻʐʉɿʀʍȻɞʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻʊʍȻɮɾʃʀɿʐʇʀɿ

৽ҲӒ

ɢʊʎʃʊȻɟɼʈ

ंಖ

ɮʀɼʒɼʏʀʍȻɟʀʎɼʇʄʉɼʏʄʊʉȻɫʇɼʉʏ

ɦʐʈɼ ʉʊʐʀȻ ɭʄʑʀʍ

ކయൺయ݁મಇ

Being located in a major Japanese city, the site has ample access to
wastewater and sewer management opportunities. The site lies right next
to a water purification plant and two waterways that flow parallel to the rail
lines flank the site. There is also a major waterline that runs adjacent to the
site that could provide the necessary water supply for the school complex.
The wastewater and other combustible materials could be transferred to
the intake center directly south of the site.

Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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School Locations
Larger Context
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School Locations
Immediate Context
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Site Images
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Regulations
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Regulations - Local
Building Law

Whole area of Japan

Principal Laws concerning Building
Construction


Composition of
the BSL

Building Codes (enforced throughout
Japan)
-Structural Section
-Fire Section
-Building Equipment Section

Building Standard Law (BSL)
- To safeguard the life, health, and property of people, by providing
codes concerning site, structure, equipment, and use of buildings



City Planning Law

City Planning Areas*

- To support efficient urban activities, achieve a pleasant urban
environment, and create townscapes by establishing urban land use
planning system and infrastructure development system



Fire Service Law
- To protect people, people’s life, and property from fire and minimize
damage caused by fire and other disasters, by providing codes
concerning extinguishment facilities, alarm facilities etc.

General Provisions
-Administrative Provisions
-Miscellaneous
-Penalty

*City Planning Areas;

Planning Codes (enforced within “City
Planning Areas”)
-Relation between Sited and Roads
-Land-Use Zoning Regulation
-Building Height-Bulk-Shape Control
-Restrictions in Fire Protection District

• •• • • • km2, 26% of total land
(as of March 2004)

Japan breaks its building construction laws into three categories. The Building Standard Law and the Fire Service Law are national standards
that deal with basic safety laws and accessibility laws. The third major component is the City Planning Law. This law varies from prefecture
to prefecture each being unique to the region’s geography and history. The National Building Codes involve structural, fire protection and
building equipment standards, while the City Planning Law designates zoning, building heights, setbacks, and building-site relationships.

Source: http://www.stat.go.jp/english/data/handbook/index.html
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Composition of City Planning Law

Building Restrictions for
Urbanization Promotion Area vs.
Urbanization Control Area

Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Regulations - Local
Urban Planning Criteria

ጟᏒᣂၮᧄ⸘↹㧔ోᏒ✬㧕ߩ♽
ఁыиܰљуѾѢ࠰ႎၑশ
ɝɼʎʄɾȻɿʄʍʀɾʏʄʊʉȻʄʉȻʏʃʀȻʁʊʍʈɼʏʄʊʉȻʊʁȻʏʃʀȻʉʀʒȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼ

ɪʍʂɼʉʄʕɼʄʏʄʊʉȻʊʁȻʏʃʀȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻɞʄʏʔȻɩʀʒȻɨɼʎʏʀʍȻɫʇɼʉ

ɶ੪წྮɸ̛ɫʊʇʄɾʔȻʊɽʅʀɾʏʄʑʀʎ
ɌȻɉȻતѝѶрѓуѲыуౠсѿᆛ̜
ȻȻȻȻჄѸ࠵ၰ҆ѶїњڱјѲѕќўѿ

๒દप۪Ѣ࠰ႎศৣмၑ
ɝɼʎʄɾȻɾʄʏʔȻʈɼʉɼʂʀʈʀʉʏȻɾʊʉɾʀʋʏʎ

ɌɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʒʃʀʍʀȻ ɾʃʄʇɿʍʀʉȻ ɼʍʀȻ ʍɼʄʎʀɿȻ ʏʊȻ ʁɼɾʀȻ ɼʉɿȻ
ʊʑʀʍɾʊʈʀȻ ʏʃʀȻ ɿʄʁʁʄɾʐʇʏʄʀʎȻ ʊʁȻ ʏʃʄʎȻ ʈʊɿʀʍʉȻ ʒʊʍʇɿȻ ʒʃʄʇʀȻ
ʃʊʇɿʄʉʂȻʊʉȻʏʊȻʏʃʀʄʍȻɿʍʀɼʈʎȻɼʉɿȻʃʊʋʀʎ

ɍȻɉȻॼౕќೕഈౕџ࿏҇єണੀў
ȻȻȻȻగрڱјѲѕќўѿ

ɍɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ɼȻ ʑɼʍʄʀʏʔȻ ʊʁȻ ʃʐʈɼʉȻ ʍʀʎʊʐʍɾʀʎȻ ʏʃɼʏȻ
ʉʐʍʏʐʍʀȻʏʃʀȻʄʉɿʄʑʄɿʐɼʇʄʏʔȻɼʉɿȻɾʍʀɼʏʄʑʄʏʔȻʊʁȻʄʏʎȻɾʄʏʄʕʀʉʎ

ߺݐџಗэѿќᅳѢ๒દ
ɜȻ ʎʀʇʁɈʂʊʑʀʍʉʄʉʂȻ ɼʉɿȻ ɼʐʏʊʉʊʈʊʐʎȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʏʃɼʏȻ
ʈɼʆʀʎȻɽʍɼʑʀȻɾʃɼʇʇʀʉʂʀʎ

ɎɉɯʊȻ ʑʄʏɼʇʄʕʀȻ ʏʃʀȻ ɾʊʈʈʐʉʄʏʄʀʎȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʀȻ ɼʉȻ
ɼʐʏʊʉʊʈʊʐʎȻ ɼɿʈʄʉʄʎʏʍɼʏʄʊʉȻ ʂʐʄɿʀɿȻ ɽʔȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʎȻ ɼʉɿȻ
ɾʊʈʈʐʉʄʏʄʀʎ

ɏȻɉȻફм৽иஃх৽и̜ౠсౠсќ
ȻȻȻȻဿѽяѿौ̠વѢѲѕќўѿ

ɏɉɯʊȻɽʀȻɼȻɾʄʏʔȻʊʁȻʀʓɾʀʋʏʄʊʉɼʇȻʃʀɼʇʏʃȻɼʉɿȻʒʀʇʁɼʍʀȻʒʃʀʍʀȻ
ʏʃʀȻʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʎȻɾɼʉȻʃʀʇʋȻɼʉɿȻʎʐʋʋʊʍʏȻʀɼɾʃȻʊʏʃʀʍȻɼʉɿȻʇʀɼɿȻ
ɼɾʏʄʑʀȻʇʄʑʀʎ

ڊћݻสўદჁౠߊѢ๒દ

ɜȻ ʎɼʁʀȻ ɼʉɿȻ ɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʒʃʀʍʀȻ ʏʃʀȻ
ɾʄʏʄʕʀʉʎɂȻʇʄʑʀʎȻɼʍʀȻʁʐʇʁʄʇʇʄʉʂ

ɐȻɉȻޔџࢫу̜ڊћڊыњ
ȻȻȻȻဿѽяѿ๒દќўѿ

ɐɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɿʄʎɼʎʏʀʍɈʍʀʎʄʎʏɼʉʏȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʒʃʀʍʀȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʎȻ ɾɼʉȻ ʇʄʑʀȻ
ʎɼʁʀʇʔ

ɑȻɉȻగग़҆ഞы̜గѢണᄻౕ҆
ȻȻȻȻѵ৽кѲѕќўѿ

ɑɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʒʃʀʍʀȻ ʃʐʈɼʉȻ ʍʄʂʃʏʎȻ ɼʉɿȻ ɿʄʑʀʍʎʄʏʔȻ ɼʍʀȻ
ʍʀʎʋʀɾʏʀɿȻɼʉɿȻɼɾɾʀʋʏʀɿ

ɒȻɉȻ̠̠͐௰͑Ѣᄩ৽ыѓྖыи๒દќўѿ
ɒɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɽʀɼʐʏʄʁʐʇȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʒʃʀʍʀȻ ʒʊʍʆȻ ɇȻ ʃʊʈʀȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʀʉʅʊʔʈʀʉʏ Ȼ
ɼʍʀȻʄʉʏʀʂʍɼʏʀɿ

ၟпўಹࠄࢩќᆾઝ๘҆ോಂџ
эѿ๒દ
ɜȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʒʃʀʍʀȻ ɼȻ ʍʄɾʃȻ ʉɼʏʐʍɼʇȻ ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ ɼʉɿȻ
ʃʄʎʏʊʍʄɾɼʇȻɾʇʄʈɼʏʀȻɼʍʀȻʑɼʇʐʀɿ

ɓȻɉȻయ̠প෬̠ࠄࢩўѝѢ࠰҆ౘྏы̜
ȻȻȻȻݻสўౠߊࠄࢩ҆ްေэѿ

ɓɉɯʊȻ ʎʀɾʐʍʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻ ʇʄʑʄʉʂȻ ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ ɽʔȻ ʄʈʋʍʊʑʄʉʂȻ
ʏʃʀȻ ʄʉʁʍɼʎʏʍʐɾʏʐʍʀȻ ʄʉɾʇʐɿʄʉʂȻ ʒɼʏʀʍɇȻ ʏʍɼʉʎʋʊʍʏɼʏʄʊʉȻ ɼʉɿȻ
ʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇȻʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏ

ɔȻɉȻ༨ണᇻѸ౼ఀઅऩўѝѢಹ҆ോಂџы̜
ȻȻȻȻᆜੀѿ๒દќўѿ

ࡏ ∆



ɔɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʍʄɾʃȻ ʄʉȻ ʉɼʏʐʍɼʇȻ ɽʀɼʐʏʔɇȻ ʋʇɼɾʄʉʂȻ ʄʈʋʊʍʏɼʉɾʀȻ ʊʉȻ
ʉɼʏʐʍʀȻʎʐɾʃȻɼʎȻʏʃʀȻɣɼʆɼʏɼȻɝɼʔȻɼʉɿȻɮʀʁʐʍʄȻʈʊʐʉʏɼʄʉʎ

ണੀўగриߊᄹэѿߊࡂೕഈѢ
๒દ

ɜȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʏʊȻ ɾʍʀɼʏʀȻ ʑʄʏɼʇʄʏʔȻ ʒʃʀʍʀȻ ɼȻ ʑɼʍʄʀʏʔȻ ʊʁȻ ʋʀʊʋʇʀȻ
ɾʊʈʀȻʏʊʂʀʏʃʀʍȻɼʉɿȻʋʇɼʔȻɼɾʏʄʑʀȻʍʊʇʀʎ

ɌɋȻɉȻӛҖӇҫұҖӝ҆߹ы̜
ȻȻȻȻࠄࢩќࢢౠэѿ๒દќўѿ

ɌɋɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʏʃɼʏȻ ʄʉɿʐɾʀʎȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʀʎȻ ʀɾʊɈʁʍʄʀʉɿʇʔȻ
ʇʄʁʀʎʏʔʇʀʎȻʊʁȻʏʃʀȻɾʄʏʄʕʀʉʎ

ɌɌȻɉȻܰѢႵᆛќࠄࢩ҆ફмѿ
ȻȻȻȻᆟయઌࣄ҆ఀࢹэѿ

ɌɌɉɯʊȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʀȻ ʏʃʀȻ ɼʂʍʄɾʐʇʏʐʍʀɇȻ ʁʊʍʀʎʏʍʔȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʁʄʎʃʀʍʔȻ ʄʉɿʐʎʏʍʄʀʎȻ
ʏʃɼʏȻʎʐʋʋʊʍʏȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼɂʎȻɼʋʋʀɼʇȻɼʉɿȻʏʃʀȻʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏ

ɌɍȻɉȻܰѢඐౕќ߶ౕ҆ߊпы̜
ȻȻȻȻඐૡೕഈ๒દќўѿ

๒

ɌɍɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʊʁȻ ʆʉʊʒʇʀɿʂʀȻ ɾʍʀɼʏʄʊʉȻ ʐʏʄʇʄʕʄʉʂȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʋɼʍʏʄɾʐʇɼʍȻ
ʈʀʉʏɼʇʄʏʔɇȻɾʐʇʏʐʍɼʇȻʄʉʏʀʇʇʀɾʏȻɼʉɿȻʎʀʉʎʄɽʄʇʄʏʄʀʎȻʊʁȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼ

દ

ȻɼȻʁʍʀʀȻɼʉɿȻʊʋʀʉʃʀɼʍʏʀɿȻɼʐʏʊʉʊʈʊʐʎȻɾʄʏʔȻʊʁȻʀʉʀʍʂʀʏʄɾȻʋʀʊʋʇʀ

ᄡ ∂ ⅛  ∝ గ

℻
ɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻ


̠

ܰ

The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transportation,
and Tourism handles all issues concerning urban
development and land use. Each prefecture has its own
ministry that makes decisions concerning the urban
growth of the cities. Fukuoka divides the city into two
general zones, the Urbanization Promotion Zone and
the Urbanization Control Zone. These zones are set
up to help control the growth from within the city but
also to restrain urban sprawl into the countryside. Within
the Urbanization Promotion Zone.

ɎȻɉȻඑڰҥӑӗҽҸҕ҆ߊౕ݁ы̜
ȻȻȻȻჁ̠එڰ҆మఔэѿ

ࢤᆛќࢡ೮џѼѾҔҪҔѢඨћࢢౠ
эѿ๒દ
ɜȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʊʁȻ ɾʊʀʓʄʎʏʀʉɾʀȻ ʄʉȻ ɜʎʄɼȻ ʏʃʍʊʐʂʃȻ
ɾʊʊʋʀʍɼʏʄʊʉȻɼʉɿȻɾʊʈʋʀʏʄʏʄʊʉ

৪۪ۥѢ࠰ႎણ
ɝɼʎʄɾȻʎʏɼʉɾʀȻʁʊʍȻɼɿʈʄʉʄʎʏʍɼʏʄʑʀȻʈɼʉɼʂʀʈʀʉʏ

ɌɎȻɉȻࡍࣄ̠ೕࣄѸࠫࣄᅵඑ҆ഉఔы̜
ȻȻȻȻണᄻўওᄿѢ҆ೕഈэѿ

ɌɎɉɯʊȻ ɾʍʀɼʏʀȻ ɼȻ ʑɼʍʄʀʏʔȻ ʊʁȻ ʀʈʋʇʊʔʈʀʉʏȻ ʊʋʋʊʍʏʐʉʄʏʄʀʎȻ ɽʔȻ
ʋʍʊʈʊʏʄʉʂȻ ʏʃʀȻ ɾʍʀɼʏʄʊʉȻ Ȼ ʊʁȻ ʉʀʒȻ ɽʐʎʄʉʀʎʎʀʎȻ ɼʎȻ ʒʀʇʇȻ ɼʎȻ
ʍʀʇʊɾɼʏʄʊʉȻʊʁȻɾʊʍʋʊʍɼʏʄʊʉʎȻʏʊȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻ

ɌɏȻɉȻоѶњўыѢџႰѕѓਇੑဌ݁
ȻȻȻȻ๒દќўѿ̻ӅҪұ̶Ҭ̠ҖӥҲҫҺӜ̶
ȻȻȻȻ̈́ઌࣄͅѢఀࢹ̻

ɌɏɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ɾʐʇʏʐʍɼʇȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʊʁȻ ʃʊʎʋʄʏɼʇʄʏʔȻ ʏʃɼʏȻ ɼʏʏʍɼɾʏʎȻ
ʄʉʏʀʍʉɼʏʄʊʉɼʇȻ ʑʄʎʄʏʊʍʎʏʃʍʊʐʂʃȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʄʊʉȻ ʊʁȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʏʊʐʍʄʎʏȻ
ʄʉɿʐʎʏʍʔ

ɌɐȻɉȻࢤᆛќࢡ೮҆෬ьњҔҪҔѢ
ȻȻȻȻপᅺ๒દ҆ѵъэ

ɌɐɉɯʊȻ ɽʀȻ ɼȻ ʃʐɽȻ ɾʄʏʔȻ ʊʁȻ ʀʓɾʃɼʉʂʀȻ ʄʉȻ ɜʎʄɼȻ ʏʃʍʊʐʂʃȻ ɾʊʊʋʀʍɼʏʄʊʉȻ
ɼʉɿȻɾʊʈʋʀʏʄʏʄʊʉ

દჁќࢢэѿ৪҆ѵъэ
̠દჁѢઽџᅵїѓ৪҆ѵъэ
̠९ыиࢳ݀џохѿ۪ۥ
ȻѢ࠰ႎણ
ɜʄʈʄʉʂȻ ʏʊȻ ʃɼʑʀȻ ɼʉȻ ɼɿʈʄʉʄʎʏʍɼʏʄʊʉȻ ʏʃɼʏȻ
ɾʊʇʇɼɽʊʍɼʏʀʎȻʒʄʏʃȻȻʄʏʎȻɾʄʏʄʕʀʉʎ
̠ɞɼʍʍʔʄʉʂȻ ʊʐʏȻ ɼɿʈʄʉʄʎʏʍɼʏʄʊʉȻ ʁʍʊʈȻ ʏʃʀȻ
ʑʄʀʒʋʊʄʉʏȻʊʁȻȻʏʃʀȻɾʄʏʄʕʀʉʎ
̠ɣɼʑʄʉʂȻ ɼȻ ɝɼʎʄɾȻ ʎʏʍɼʏʀʂʔȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʁʄʎɾɼʇȻ
ʈɼʉɼʂʀʈʀʉʏȻ ʄʉȻ ʏʄʈʀʎȻ ʊʁȻ ʃɼʍʎʃȻ ʁʄʉɼʉɾʄɼʇȻ
ɾʄʍɾʐʈʎʏɼʉɾʀ

ɌɑȻɉȻ̠ܰ࣡ќҔҪҔ̠ౌॅ҆ވѪ
ȻȻȻȻҤ̶ҺҘҙҖ҆छౖэѿ

ɌɑɉɯʊȻ ʁʊʍʈȻ ɼȻ ʂɼʏʀʒɼʔȻ ʏʊȻ ʇʄʉʆȻ ɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻ ɼʉɿȻ ɦʔʐʎʃʐȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ɜʎʄɼȻ
ɼʉɿȻʏʃʀȻʒʊʍʇɿ

ɌɒȻɉȻಐఔศӔҹӝ๒દ̠ҔҖӛӥһҩҸҕ
ȻȻȻȻ҆ೕഈэѿ
ɌɒɉɯʊȻɿʀʑʀʇʊʋȻɤʎʇɼʉɿȻɞʄʏʔɇȻɼʉȻɼɿʑɼʉɾʀɿȻʈʊɿʀʇȻɾʄʏʔ

ɌɓȻɉȻܰ๒દ॑Ѹ࣡ިඑڰќѢ
ȻȻȻȻৃڰศᇌढ҆ࢫ݁эѿ

ɌɓɉɯʊȻ ʎʏʍʀʉʂʏʃʀʉȻ ʒʄɿʀɈɼʍʀɼȻ ɾʊʇʇɼɽʊʍɼʏʄʊʉȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ɢʍʀɼʏʀʍȻ
ɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻɼʉɿȻʊʏʃʀʍȻɼʍʀɼʎȻʄʉȻɦʔʐʎʃʐ

Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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๒દऱڰࣤݬ
ȻɰʍɽɼʉȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏʎȻ

દഠ๒દऱݬӐҫұ̶Ӊӛӥ

๒દऱڰࣤݬӐҫұ̶Ӊӛӥ

ɌɓɈɍ

ȻɞʄʏʄʀʎȻɼʉɿȻɯʊʒʉʎȻɰʍɽɼʉȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂȻɨɼʎʏʀʍȻɫʇɼʉ

ɑɈɍ

ɐ

દڰࣤ݁ޛѧદු݁ޛౘࣤڰ

๒દލཇၑక
ɒɈɍ
ɰʍɽɼʉȻɭʀɿʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʊʇʄɾʔɇȻʀʏɾɉ

ɒ

ɰʍɽɼʉʄʕɼʏʄʊʉȻɫʍʊʈʊʏʄʊʉȻɜʍʀɼȻɼʉɿȻɰʍɽɼʉʄʕɼʏʄʊʉȻɞʊʉʏʍʊʇȻɜʍʀɼ

ɰʍɽɼʉȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏʎȻɨɼʎʏʀʍȻɫʇɼʉ

එڰඑࣤ

๒દમಇ

ɵʊʉʄʉʂȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏ

દޛඑލཇૈࣄ

ɰʍɽɼʉȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

ɰʍɽɼʉȻɟʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏʎ

ᄿ๑එڰ

ɰʎʀȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏʎ

ຟဠᄿ๑එࣤ
ɮʋʀɾʄɼʇȻɰʎʀȻɵʊʉʀ

ຟᆯᄴ౹ᅴสᄿඑࣤ
ɠʓɾʀʋʏʄʊʉɼʇȻɡʇʊʊʍȻɜʍʀɼȻɭɼʏʄʊȻɵʊʉʀ

৸ೞᄤຏඑࣤ
ɵʊʉʀȻʏʊȻɽʀȻɤʉɿʐɾʀɿȻʊʉȻɣʄʂʃȻɭʀʎʄɿʀʉɾʀ

৸๗එࣤ
ɣʀʄʂʃʏȻɵʊʉʀ

৸๗ᅦᄿඑࣤ
ɣʄʂʃȻɰʍɽɼʉʄʕɼʏʄʊʉȻɵʊʉʀ

ຟชࣤޛ

ɮʋʀɾʄʁʄʀɿȻɝʇʊɾʆ

๒દౠຟဠඑࣤ

ɞʄʏʔȻɭʀʋʍʊɿʐɾʏʄʊʉȻɮʋʀɾʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

ທᇓ

๒દ৸ഒาທ

๘එࣤݬౘᅫૈࣄ

ɭʊɼɿʎ

ɰʍɽɼʉȻɭɼʋʄɿɈɯʍɼʉʎʄʏȻɭɼʄʇʍʊɼɿʎ

ɧɼʉɿȻɭʀɼɿʅʐʎʏʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

ඵଆ

ຌଆұ̶ӑҼӝ

ɫɼʍʆʄʉʂȻɫʇɼɾʀʎ

ɨʊʏʊʍȻɱʀʃʄɾʇʀȻɯʀʍʈʄʉɼʇȻ

র܆
ɫɼʍʆʎ

ɢʍʀʀʉȻɜʍʀɼʎ

ြ܆

ɫʇɼʕɼʎ

ɞʀʈʀʏʀʍʄʀʎ

ใࡂ̠Ҟҫમಇ
݀యທ

ຟชၻࣤޛౘྏඑࣤ

ɮʋʀɾʄʁʄʀɿȻɟʄʎɼʎʏʀʍȻɫʍʀʑʀʉʏʄʊʉȻɝʇʊɾʆȻɤʈʋʍʊʑʀʈʀʉʏȻɵʊʉʀ

तࠑඑࣤ

ȻɧɼʉɿʎɾɼʋʀȻɵʊʉʀ

එࣤ

ൔࣤޛౘྏૈࣄ
ɩʀʒȻɯʊʒʉȻɞʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

ɠʇʀɾʏʍʄɾʄʏʔȻɁȻɢɼʎȻɮʐʋʋʇʔȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

ɮʀʒʀʍɼʂʀȻɮʔʎʏʀʈʎ

୮ၻݔඑڰ

ఁ๒દ࠰ౘྏૈࣄ
ɩʀʒɈɾʄʏʔȻɝɼʎʀȻɟʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

యທ

ၻݔඑڰ

ɬʐɼʎʄɈɡʄʍʀȻɫʍʊʏʀɾʏʄʊʉȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏ

દޛඑލཇૈࣄ
ɰʍɽɼʉȻɭʀɿʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

ɲɼʏʀʍʒʊʍʆʎ

ɡʄʍʀɈɫʍʊʏʀɾʏʄʊʉȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏ

ܞ୶ᅫ
ɡʄʇʏʃȻɯʍʀɼʏʄʉʂȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

එࣤऱݬ
ɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂɇȻʀʏɾɉ

шѳல
ɭʀʁʐʎʀȻɤʉɾʄʉʀʍɼʏʄʉʂȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

එڰᆰඊၮમಇ

ඵଆౘྏඑࣤ

ݓಖ

ݓۥ

ɭʄʑʀʍʎ

ɞɼʉɼʇʎ

ᆣৗඑࣤ
ᆾઝศ๘ຟဠေജඑࣤ
ɮʋʀɾʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀȻʁʊʍȻɫʍʀʎʀʍʑɼʏʄʊʉȻʊʁȻɣʄʎʏʊʍʄɾɼʇȻɧɼʉɿʎɾɼʋʀ

ຟဠᆜඑေඑࣤ
ɢʍʀʀʉȻɮʋɼɾʀȻɞʊʉʎʀʍʑɼʏʄʊʉȻɵʊʉʀ

ᆜ݁එڰ
ɯʍʀʀɈɫʇɼʉʏʄʉʂȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏ

ᅺ෬ࣄჃඑࣤ

నࠛ

ɧʄɽʍɼʍʄʀʎ

ɜʂʍʄɾʐʇʏʐʍɼʇȻɵʊʉʀȻɭʀʎʀʍʑʀɿȻ
ʄʉȻʏʃʀȻɰʍɽɼʉʄʕɼʏʄʊʉȻɫʍʊʈʊʏʄʊʉȻɜʍʀɼ

ёѢഢ

එࣤऱݬ
ɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂ

ڴཤङ
ᄤຏᄴ౹ङ



ɤʉɾʀʉʏʄʑʀȻɡʇʊʊʍȻɜʍʀɼȻɭɼʏʄʊȻɮʔʎʏʀʈ

ɮɾʃʊʊʇʎ

ᄴ౹Ѣส༕ကङ

फ़મಇ
ɭʀʎʀɼʍɾʃȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

ྸۇ

ေڱ

ɣʊʎʋʄʏɼʇʎȻɼʉɿȻɞʇʄʉʄɾʎ

ɩʐʍʎʀʍʔȻɮɾʃʊʊʇʎ

દ

ќඞ

ɨɼʍʆʀʏʎ

ɮʇɼʐʂʃʏʀʍɈʃʊʐʎʀʎ

ɟʄʎʏʍʄɽʐʏʄʊʉȻɝʐʎʄʉʀʎʎȻɵʊʉʀ

ౠઌᆜඑඑࣤ

ɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏʎȻɮɾʃʀɿʐʇʀɿȻʁʊʍȻɰʍɽɼʉ
ɟʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏʎɇȻʀʏɾɉ

ѢદޛඑލཇૈࣄႦѣ
๒દમಇѢᄫชࣤڰ

ɭʀʂʄʊʉɼʇȻɜʄʍɈɾʊʉɿʄʏʄʊʉʄʉʂȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

ɫʊʍʏȻɵʊʉʀ

દޛඑލཇૈࣄᄫชࣤڰ

ɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏʎȻɮɾʃʀɿʐʇʀɿȻʁʊʍȻɰʍɽɼʉȻɟʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏʎȻ
ɼʉɿȻɰʍɽɼʉȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎȻʏʃɼʏȻɼʍʀȻʈɼʍʆʀɿȻʒʄʏʃȻ

ɮɾʀʉʄɾȻɵʊʉʀ

ɵʊʉʀȻʏʊȻɽʀȻɫʍʊʑʄɿʀɿȻʒʄʏʃȻɫɼʍʆʄʉʂȻɫʇɼɾʀʎ

িࣄආඑഈౖૈࣄ
ɤʉɿʐʎʏʍʄɼʇȻɠʎʏɼʏʀȻɟʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

ᆜඑ

ৃ

ఁൔદޛඑލཇૈࣄ
ɩʀʒȻʏʊʒʉȻɟʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

ݔ
ɞʍʀʈɼʏʊʍʄʀʎ

ڴආඑѢൔમಇ

ɫʍʊʋʀʍȻɜʇʇʊɾɼʏʄʊʉȻʊʁȻɡʇʊʊʍȻɜʍʀɼȻɭɼʏʄʊ

ᄿ๑ဠᄴ౹ङ
ɨɼʓɉȻɡʇʊʊʍȻɜʍʀɼȻɭɼʏʄʊȻɽʔȻɰʎʀ

ޛဖѳᄤຏङ
ɮʏʍʀʀʏȻɧɼʔʊʐʏȻɢʐʄɿʀȻɯʔʋʀ

ᅵലທᇓ๗
ɨʐʇʏʄɈɧʀʑʀʇȻɮʏʍʀʀʏȻɮʔʎʏʀʈ

ၻࣤޛౘྏඑࣤऱݬ

ɟʄʎɼʎʏʀʍȻɫʍʀʑʀʉʏʄʊʉȻɝʇʊɾʆȻɤʈʋʍʊʑʀʈʀʉʏȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂ

ທඑࣤऱݬ
ɭʊɼɿʎʄɿʀȻɤʈʋʍʊʑʀʈʀʉʏȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂ

ᅜඑࣤऱݬ
ɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏȻɞʊʈʈʐʉʄʏʔȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂ

ɢʍʊʐʋȻɣʊʐʎʄʉʂȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

ɪʏʃʀʍȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏʎȻ

ഉఔࣤڰ
ɠʓʋʀɿʄʏʄʉʂȻɜʍʀɼ

દޛඑލཇഉఔࣤڰ
ɝʐʄʇʏɈʐʋȻɜʍʀɼȻɭʀɿʀʑʀʇʊʋʀʈʀʉʏȻɠʓʋʀɿʄʏʄʉʂȻɜʍʀɼ

๘එࣤݬౘᅫഉఔࣤڰ

ɧɼʉɿȻɭʀɼɿʅʐʎʏʈʀʉʏȻɠʓʋʀɿʄʏʄʉʂȻɜʍʀɼ

ൔࣤޛౘྏഉఔࣤڰ
ɭʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇɈɽʇʊɾʆȻɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻɠʓʋʀɿʄʏʄʉʂȻɜʍʀɼ

႐ᆯ ɧʀʂʀʉɿ

ڴආඑѢ߱রසમಇ
ɢʍʊʐʋȻɢʊʑʀʍʉʈʀʉʏȻɼʉɿȻɫʐɽʇʄɾȻɪʁʁʄɾʀȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

ܰદूช

ܰॡूช

ᅺ෬ࣄჃආඑ

ɟʀɾʄɿʀɿȻ
ɽʔȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻɞʄʏʔ

ɟʄʎʏʍʄɽʐʏʄʊʉȻɝʐʎʄʉʀʎʎȻɞʀʉʏʀʍʎ

ܰદџоињชѵњиѿѶѢ

๒દऱݬၓ

ɟʀʎʄʂʉɼʏʀɿȻʒʄʏʃʄʉȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻɞʄʏʔ

ɞʄʏʔȻɫʇɼʉʉʄʉʂȻɜɾʏ

ёѢഢ
ɪʏʃʀʍȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎȻ

Under the Town Planning and Zoning Act,
urban planning establishes plans for land
utilization, urban facility improvements
and urban development projects.
Decisions and implementation are made
in conformity with plans established
under the Comprehensive National Land
Development Law and the National Land
Use Planning Law, and pursuant to the
Fukuoka City Basic Concept and Master
Plan.

ɟʀɾʄɿʀɿȻɽʔȻɡʐʆʐʊʆɼȻɫʍʀʁʀɾʏʐʍʀ

Restrictions are provided to encourage
land use as set forth in urban planning,
and to facilitate efficient urban facility
improvements and urban development
projects. The restrictions, enforced to
create desirable urban areas in conformity
with urban planning, include a permit
system for development and construction,
and a building conformity check system
under the Building Standards Act.

ёѢഢ

ɪʏʃʀʍȻɟʄʎʏʍʄɾʏʎȻ

Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Land Readjustment and Urban Development
๘එࣤݬౘᅫૈࣄѢыуѳ̛ ɮʔʎʏʀʈȻʊʁȻɧɼʉɿȻɭʀɼɿʅʐʎʏʈʀʉʏȻȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ
ಶ

ɜ

ɝʀʁʊʍʀ

ɝ

ঝ

ɞ

ɜʁʏʀʍ

ɝ

ɜ

ɞ

ɟ
ေᅽඑ

ɠ
ɡ

ڤး
ɞʊʈʋʀʉʎɼʏʄʊʉȻʁʊʍȻʈʊʑʄʉʂ

িૈྉ
ɞʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻɞʊʎʏʎ
းྉ
ɞʊʈʋʀʉʎɼʏʄʊʉȻɠʓʋʀʉʎʀʎ
ૈჃྉ
ɜɿʈʄʉʄʎʏʍɼʏʄʑʀ
Ȼ̛ɠʓʋʀʉʎʀʎ

ɝщ҇Ѣ๘එ ɮʄʏʀȻʊʁȻɝ

ɡщ҇Ѣ๘එ

ॲံ
ɭʀɿʐɾʏʄʊʉȻʊʁȻɮʄʏʀȻɜʍʀɼ

ɮʄʏʀȻʊʁȻɡ

ёѢഢѢॳ
ɪʏʃʀʍȻʎʊʐʍɾʀʎȻʊʁȻʍʀʑʀʉʐʀ

র܆
ေᅽඑ
ທᇓ
ɭʊɼɿʎ ɫɼʍʆʎɇȻɠʏɾɉ ɭʀʎʀʍʑʀɿȻɮʄʏʀ
রࢢમಇ
ɫʐɽʇʄɾȻɡɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎ

ஒืޛўѝ
ॵѢᄻત̛ɫʍʀʎʀʉʏ

ေᅽඑ୶ကࣞ̈́༞ыњૈࣄྉѬͅ

ɤʉɾʊʈʀȻʁʍʊʈȻʍʀʎʀʍʑʀɿɈʎʄʏʀȻɿʄʎʋʊʎɼʇȻ
ȻɃɮʊʇɿȻɼʉɿȻɼʋʋʇʄʀɿȻʏʊȻʊʋʀʍɼʏʄʉʂȻʀʓʋʀʉʎʀʎɄ

ૈࣄྉ
ɪʋʀʍɼʏʄʉʂȻɠʓʋʀʉʎʀʎ

ӝ̶ӝ҆ूѵњиѿќ̠̠̠
ɤʁȻʍʐʇʀʎȻɼʍʀȻʇɼʄɿȻʊʐʏ

џт҃иѢжѿஒืޛўѢћэр̜ࣝຌଆрഃмѓѢџ̜
ທᇓџံທѶўу࠭३ћڊыњ༝ирћсѲя̝҇

ံ৪ᄿທᇓўѝ҆ӝ̶ӝ݁эѿчќџѼѾ̜ѺќѾжѿံ৪ࣱ
ࠖѢްေрనҀѲэ̝ѲѓɌގက҆ืဲџэѿўѝѢӝ̶ӝ݁
џѼѾ̜ஒืޛѢڥߊౕ݁ѶనҀѲэ̝

ɤʉȻ ʏʃʄʎȻ ʇʄʑʀʇʔȻ ʎʃʊʋʋʄʉʂȻ ʎʏʍʀʀʏȻ ʏʃʀʍʀȻ ɼʍʀȻ ʉʊȻ ʎʄɿʀʒɼʇʆʎȻ ɿʀʎʋʄʏʀȻ ʍʀɾʀʉʏȻ ʂʍʊʒʏʃȻ ʊʁȻ ɾɼʍȻ ʏʍɼʁʁʄɾɇȻ ɼʉɿȻ
ʏʃʀʍʀʁʊʍʀȻʎʃʊʋʋʀʍʎȻɾɼʉʉʊʏȻʀʉʅʊʔȻʎɼʁʀȻʎʃʊʋʋʄʉʂɉ

ɜʈʋʇʀȻʎʋɼɾʀȻɾɼʉȻɽʀȻʎʀɾʐʍʀɿȻʁʊʍȻʋʀɿʀʎʏʍʄɼʉʎȻʏʃʍʊʐʂʃȻʍʀʂʐʇɼʏʄʊʉʎȻʒʃʄɾʃȻʋʍʊʑʄɿʀȻʁʊʍȻʋʀɿʀʎʏʍʄɼʉȻ
ʍʊɼɿʎɇȻ ʀʏɾɉɇȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʏʃʀȻ ɽʐʎʄʉʀʎʎȻ ʊʁȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʎʃʊʋʋʄʉʂȻ ʎʏʍʀʀʏȻ ɾɼʉȻ ɽʀȻ ʈɼʄʉʏɼʄʉʀɿȻ ʊʍȻ ʁʐʍʏʃʀʍȻ ʑʄʏɼʇʄʕʀɿȻ
ʏʃʍʊʐʂʃȻʍʐʇʀʎȻʏʃɼʏȻʎʏʄʋʐʇɼʏʀʎȻɾʊʈʈʀʍɾʄɼʇȻʐʎʀȻʁʊʍȻʏʃʀȻʁʄʍʎʏȻʁʇʊʊʍȻʎʋɼɾʀɉ

Ȼ
Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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র܆
ɫɼʍʆ

ɡ

ȻȻȻȻȻ

ɜщ҇Ѣ๘එ ɮʄʏʀȻʊʁȻɜ

ɟ

ɠ

ɭʀʎʀʍʑʀɿ
ɮʄʏʀ

Fukuoka is currently moving towards new urban
street-front regulations that introduce new layers to
the street’s edge.

JOHN J BARKER III

દޛඑލཇૈࣄ̛

ɰʍɽɼʉȻȻɭʀɿʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

ލཇૈࣄѢыуѳ̈́ൌɌଟદޛඑލཇૈࣄͅ
ɫʍʊɾʀɿʐʍʀʎȻʊʁȻȻɞʇɼʎʎȻɤȻɰʍɽɼʉȻȻɭʀɿʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɫʍʊʅʀɾʏ

̛̛̛̛ࣤက
દޛඑނഈૈࣄ
ಖڴწ

ɫʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʍʄʂʃʏʎȻɾʊʉʑʀʍʎʄʊʉȻʋʍʊɾʀʎʎȻʄʉȻ
ɼɾɾʊʍɿɼʉɾʀȻʒʄʏʃȻʏʃʀȻɰʍɽɼʉȻɭʀɿʀʑʀʇʊʋʈʀʉʏȻɧɼʒ

ํ ဩ ෬
̛̛
݀ಖൾ

ნ̛౹̈́ʃɼͅ

ɌӨ

ɋɉɐɓʃɼ

ɋɉɐɓ

દޛඑލཇૈࣄ

๒દލཇၓџѼѿग़ᅦဥ߹ଚഗс

ɍɋɉɎႨॵ

̛ݙ

ɍɉɍ
ɌɉɎ
ɋɉɓ

ɓӨ
౦̛̛ఁ
ี̛̛ఊ
ᄄۇോ෬Ѿ౦

ɌɉɌ
Ɍɉɍ
ɋɉɏ

Ɍɍɉɍʃɼ
৸̛̛
݀ ಖ ൾ

Ɍɉɔ
ɎɉɎ

ɜ̠ɝ̠̠
̛
๘එᄛ̛
ȻȻȻȻȻɫʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʊʒʉʀʍʎȻ
ɞ̠
̠
̠
̠
Ȼ̛
ଊඑग़̛̛ɧɼʉɿȻʏʀʉɼʉʏȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻ
ɟ̠
̠
̠
̠
Ȼ̛
Ȼଊग़ ̛ɣʊʐʎʀȻʏʀʉɼʉʏȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻ

ɜ

ɟ

ɞ

ɜ

Ў̠ɴ̠А̠̠̠̠
୶ကஞѢํ҆ଥхѓႦѣ݇
৽ڿ
ɫʀʍʎʊʉʎȻ ʊʍȻ ʋɼʍʏʄɾʄʋɼʏʄʉʂȻ ʋɼʍʏʉʀʍʎȻ
ʒʃʊȻʍʀɾʀʄʑʀɿȻɼȻʏʍɼʉʎʁʀʍȻʊʁȻɿʄʎʋʊʎʀɿȻ
ʁʇʊʊʍȻʎʋɼɾʀɉ

ɞ

ɝ

Ў̠
ɴ̠
А
ɟ

ɜ̠
ɝȻ̠
ɞ̠
ɳ̠
ɜ̠ ɴ̠
ɝѢ ɵѢ
ࢢᄛ ࢢᄛ
Ѣ Ѣඑ
ᄛग़ ग़

ɞ

ɜ

ɝ

ɯʃʀȻ ʎʐʋʀʍʁʄɾʄʀʎȻ ʒʃʄɾʃȻ
ɼʍʀȻ ʋʇɼɾʀɿȻ ʐʉɿʀʍȻ ʅʊʄʉʏȻ
ʋʍʊʋʍʄʀʏʊʍʎʃʄʋȻ ʊʁȻ ɜɇȻ ɝɇȻ
ɞɇȻɳɇȻɴȻɼʉɿȻɵɉȻȻ
ɯʃʀȻʋʍʊʋʍʄʀʏʊʍʎʃʄʋȻʐʉɿʀʍȻʏʃʀ
ȻʅʊʄʉʏȻʋʊʎʎʀʎʎʄʊʉȻʊʁȻɜȻɼʉɿȻɝɉ

Fukuoka is also restructuring land parcels
to increase density and introduce more
green space.
Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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ൌڴଟฃೞಔᄿඑڰ

ฃೞൔѢᆕўࠄࢩ҆ଙѿѓѵѢඑڰћэ̝
சࡊჟўоืѸૈჃ҆пѡѓൔѸசඨ
ўѝр॔њѽҀѲэ̝

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɪʉʀȻɠʓɾʇʐʎʄʑʀȻɵʊʉʀȻʁʊʍȻɧʊʒɈ
ɭʄʎʀȻɭʀʎʄɿʀʉɾʀʎȻ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʈɼʄʉʏɼʄʉʄʉʂȻ ɼȻ ɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻ
ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʉʊʉɈʃʄʂʃȻ ʍʄʎʀȻ ʃʊʐʎʄʉʂɉȻ
ɫʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿȻ ɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻ ʄʉɾʇʐɿʀʎȻ ʎʈɼʇʇɈʎɾɼʇʀȻ
ʎʏʊʍʀʎɇȻ ʃʊʐʎʀʎȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ʊʁʁʄɾʀʎɇȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʀʇʀʈʀʉʏɼʍʔȻ
ɼʉɿȻʅʐʉʄʊʍȻʃʄʂʃȻʎɾʃʊʊʇʎɉ

ൌଟඨ৸ೞಔᄿඑڰ

ଗџඨ৸ೞൔѢᆕўࠄࢩ҆ଙѿѓѵѢඑ
ڰћэ̝ྸ̜ۇോўѝѢѯп̜ɌɇɐɋɋʈɍѲћ
ѢڴชѢоืѸૈჃўѝр॔њѽҀѲэ̝

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɯʒʊȻɠʓɾʇʐʎʄʑʀȻɵʊʉʀȻʁʊʍȻɨʀɈ
ɿʄʐʈȻɼʉɿȻɣʄʂʃɈɭʄʎʀȻɭʀʎʄɿʀʉɾʀʎ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʈɼʄʉʏɼʄʉʄʉʂȻ ɼȻ ɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻ
ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ ʈɼʄʉʇʔȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʈʀɿʄʐʈȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʃʄʂʃɈʍʄʎʀȻ
ʃʊʐʎʄʉʂɉȻɫʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿȻɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻʄʉɾʇʐɿʀʎ
ʉɾʇʐɿʀʎȻ ʃʊʎʋʄʏɼʇʎɇȻ ɾʊʇʇʀʂʀʎɇȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎȻ ʊʍȻ
ʊʁʁʄɾʀʎȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ɌɐɋɋȻ ʎʌʐɼʍʀȻ ʈʀʏʀʍʎȻ ʊʍȻ ʇʀʎʎȻ ʊʁȻ ʁʇʊʊʍȻ
ʎʋɼɾʀɉ

ൌଟฃೞಔᄿඑڰ

ଗџฃೞൔѢᆕўࠄࢩ҆ଙѿѓѵѢඑڰ
ћэ̝சඨўѝѢѯп̜Ɍɐɋʈ ɍѲћѢڴ
ชѢоืўѝр॔њѽҀѲэ̝

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɯʒʊȻɠʓɾʇʐʎʄʑʀȻɵʊʉʀȻʁʊʍȻɧʊʒɈ
ɭʄʎʀȻɭʀʎʄɿʀʉɾʀʎ

ൌڴଟඨ৸ೞಔᄿඑڰ

ඨ৸ೞൔѢᆕўࠄࢩ҆ଙѿѓѵѢඑڰћ
э̝ྸ̜ۇോ̜ɐɋɋʈ ɍѲћѢڴชѢоืў
ѝѣ॔њѽҀѲэ̝

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɪʉʀȻɠʓɾʇʐʎʄʑʀȻɵʊʉʀȻʁʊʍȻɨʀɈ
ɿʄʐʈȻɼʉɿȻɣʄʂʃɈɭʄʎʀȻɭʀʎʄɿʀʉɾʀʎ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʈɼʄʉʏɼʄʉʄʉʂȻ ɼȻ ɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻ
ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ ʈɼʄʉʇʔȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʉʊʉɈʃʄʂʃȻ ʍʄʎʀȻ ʃʊʐʎʄʉʂɉȻȻ
ɫʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿȻ ɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻ ʄʉɾʇʐɿʀʎȻ ʀʇʀʈʀʉʏɼʍʔȻ
ɼʉɿȻ ʅʐʉʄʊʍȻ ʃʄʂʃȻ ʎɾʃʊʊʇʎɇȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ɌɐɋȻ
ʎʌʐɼʍʀȻʈʀʏʀʍʎȻʊʍȻʇʀʎʎȻʊʁȻʁʇʊʊʍȻʎʋɼɾʀɉ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʈɼʄʉʏɼʄʉʄʉʂȻ ɼȻ ɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻ
ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ ʁʊʍȻ ʈʀɿʄʐʈȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʃʄʂʃɈʍʄʎʀȻ
ʃʊʐʎʄʉʂɉȻɫʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿȻɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻʄʉɾʇʐɿʀʎȻ
ʃʊʎʋʄʏɼʇʎɇȻ ɾʊʇʇʀʂʀʎɇȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ɐɋɋȻ
ʎʌʐɼʍʀȻʈʀʏʀʍʎȻʊʍȻʇʀʎʎȻʊʁȻʁʇʊʊʍȻʎʋɼɾʀɉ

ൌڴଟඑڰ

ൌଟඑڰ

Ѣࠄࢩ҆ଙѿѓѵѢඑڰћэ̝ɎɇɋɋɋʈɍѲ
ћѢืဲ̜ૈჃ̜ӍҸӝўѝѣ॔њѽҀѲ
э̝

ଗџѢࠄࢩ҆ଙѿѓѵѢඑڰћэ̝ืဲ̜
ૈჃ̜ӍҸӝ̜ҝӛҜңӎҵҡҫўѝр॔њ
ѽҀѲэ̝

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɪʉʀȻɭʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

ɜȻʕʊʉʀȻʏʊȻʋʍʊʏʀɾʏȻɼȻɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇ
ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏɉȻ ɫʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿȻ ɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻ ʄʉɾʇʐɿʀʎȻ
ʎʏʊʍʀʎɇȻ ʊʁʁʄɾʀʎȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʃʊʏʀʇʎȻ ʏʃɼʏȻ ɼʍʀȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ɎɇɋɋɋȻ
ʎʌʐɼʍʀȻʈʀʏʀʍʎȻʊʍȻʇʀʎʎȻʊʁȻʁʇʊʊʍȻʎʋɼɾʀɉ

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɯʒʊȻɭʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʏʊȻ ʋʍʊʏʀɾʏȻ ɼȻ ɾʊʈʁʊʍʏɼɽʇʀȻ ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ
ʈɼʄʉʇʔȻ ɼʎȻ ɼȻ ʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇȻ ɼʍʀɼɉȻ ɫʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿȻ
ɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻ ʄʉɾʇʐɿʀʎȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎɇȻ ʊʁʁʄɾʀʎɇȻ ʃʊʏʀʇʎɇȻ
ɼʉɿȻʆɼʍɼʊʆʀȻʀʎʏɼɽʇʄʎʃʈʀʉʏʎɉ

୮එڰ

ࣝᆥஒࣄඑڰ

ஒࣄඑڰ

ທᇓѢທџоињ̜ຌଆ࠘ᇌમಇўѝѢ
ᅵඑќ̜чҀќුᇬыѓѢࠄࢩ҆ေদэѿ
ѓѵѢඑڰћэ̝

ࣝᆥѢჁр໘ᄿ࿀Ѣ༝҆эѿืဲѢࣄ
ჃѢᅦာѢഃఔ҆నѿඑڰћэ̝
ൔѸืဲѢѯпџசࡊჟѢিѶ॔њѽҀ
Ѳэ̝

ɮʀʈʄɈɭʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

ɩʀʄʂʃɽʊʍʃʊʊɿȻɞʊʈʈʀʍɾʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

୮িࣄඑڰ

িࣄඑڰ

িࣄಔᄿඑڰ

ଗќыњিࣄѢࣄჃѢᅦာѢഃఔ҆నѿඑڰ
ћ̜ѝ҇ўিћѶ॔њѽҀѲэ̝ൔѸо
ืѣ॔њѽҀѲэр̜̜ྸ̜ۇӍҸӝў
ѝѣ॔њѽҀѲя̝҇

ಔѽিࣄѢࣄჃѢᅦာѢഃఔ҆నѿඑڰћэ̝
ѝ҇ўিћѶ॔њѽҀѲэр̜ൔ̜оื̜
̜ྸ̜ۇӍҸӝўѝѣ॔њѽҀѲя̝҇

ɤʉɿʐʎʏʍʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

ɠʓɾʇʐʎʄʑʀȻɤʉɿʐʎʏʍʔȻɵʊʉʀ

ɜȻ ʍʊɼɿʎʄɿʀȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʏʊȻ ɼʇʇʊʒȻ ɼȻ ʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʄɼʇȻ
ʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏȻ ʏʊȻ ʀʓʄʎʏȻ ʄʉȻ ʃɼʍʈʊʉʔȻ ʒʄʏʃȻ ʏʃʀȻ
ʀʎʏɼɽʇʄʎʃʈʀʉʏȻʊʁȻʑʀʃʄɾʐʇɼʍȻʁɼɾʄʇʄʏʄʀʎɉ

ଗџऴিࣄѢিѢࠄࢩ݁ٵѢࢮҀѢўи
িࣄѢࣄჃѢᅦာ҆నѿඑڰћэ̝࠭३ౕ̜
ࠄࢩ݁ٵрോсиিѢѯпѣ̜ѯќ҇ѝ॔
њѽҀѲэ̝

ɮʀʈʄɈɤʉɿʐʎʏʍʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʏʊȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʀȻ ɾʊʈʈʀʍɾʄɼʇȻ ɾʊʉʑʀʉʄʀʉɾʀȻ ʁʊʍȻ
ɾʇʀɼʉȻʄʉɿʐʎʏʍʄʀʎɇȻʎʐɾʃȻɼʎȻʇʄʂʃʏɈʄʉɿʐʎʏʍʔȻʁɼɾʏʊʍʄʀʎɉȻ
ɡɼɾʏʊʍʄʀʎȻ ɾɼʉȻ ɽʀȻ ɽʐʄʇʏɇȻ ʀʓɾʀʋʏȻ ʏʃʊʎʀȻ ʏʃɼʏȻ ɼʍʀȻ
ɿɼʉʂʀʍʊʐʎȻʊʍȻʀʉʑʄʍʊʉʈʀʉʏɼʇʇʔȻ
ʃɼʍʈʁʐʇɉ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʏʊȻ ʋʍʊʑʄɿʀȻ ɾʊʈʈʀʍɾʄɼʇȻ ɾʊʉʑʀʉʄʀʉɾʀȻ ʁʊʍȻ
ʇʊɾɼʇȻ ʍʀʎʄɿʀʉʏʎɉȻ ɤʉȻ ɼɿɿʄʏʄʊʉȻ ʏʊȻ ʃʊʐʎʀʎȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎɇȻ
ɾʊʉʎʏʍʐɾʏʄʊʉȻʄʎȻʋʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿȻʁʊʍȻʎʈɼʇʇȻʁɼɾʏʊʍʄʀʎɉ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʈɼʄʉʇʔȻ ʏʊȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʀȻ ʄʉɿʐʎʏʍʄɼʇȻ
ɾʊʉʑʀʉʄʀʉɾʀȻ ʄʉȻ ʒʃʄɾʃȻ ɼʉʔȻ ʏʔʋʀȻ ʊʁȻ ʁɼɾʏʊʍʔȻ ɾɼʉȻ
ɽʀȻ ɽʐʄʇʏɉȻ ɣʊʐʎʀʎȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎȻ ɼʍʀȻ ʋʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿɇȻ ɽʐʏȻ
ʎɾʃʊʊʇʎɇȻʃʊʎʋʄʏɼʇʎɇȻʃʊʏʀʇʎɇȻʀʏɾɉȻɼʍʀȻʉʊʏɉ

࣠৪̜ۭૈ̜ืݣྪ̜ื௳ۃ̜ࠛݬჃўѝ
ѢஒࣄѢࣄჃѢᅦာѢഃఔ҆నѿඑڰћэ̝
ൔѸசࡊჟѢিѶ॔њѽҀѲэ̝

ɞʊʈʈʀʍɾʄɼʇȻɵʊʉʀ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʏʊȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʀȻ ʂʀʉʀʍɼʇȻ ɾʊʈʈʀʍɾʄɼʇȻ
ɾʊʉʑʀʉʄʀʉɾʀɇȻ ɼʇʇʊʒʄʉʂȻ ɽɼʉʆʎɇȻ ʈʊʑʄʀȻ ʏʃʀɼʏʀʍʎɇȻ
ʍʀʎʏɼʐʍɼʉʏʎɇȻ ɿʀʋɼʍʏʈʀʉʏȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎɇȻ ɼʉɿȻ ʊʁʁʄɾʀʎɉȻ
ɣʊʐʎʀʎȻɼʉɿȻʎʈɼʇʇȻʁɼɾʏʊʍʄʀʎȻɼʍʀȻɼʇʎʊȻʋʀʍʈʄʏʏʀɿɉ

ɜȻ ʕʊʉʀȻ ʀʓɾʇʐʎʄʑʀʇʔȻ ʏʊȻ ʋʍʊʈʊʏʀȻ ʄʉɿʐʎʏʍʄɼʇȻ
ɾʊʉʑʀʉʄʀʉɾʀɉȻ ɜʉʔȻ ʏʔʋʀȻ ʊʁȻ ʁɼɾʏʊʍʔȻ ɾɼʉȻ ɽʀȻ ɽʐʄʇʏɇȻ ɽʐʏȻ
ʃʊʐʎʀʎɇȻ ʎʏʊʍʀʎɇȻ ʎɾʃʊʊʇʎɇȻ ʃʊʎʋʄʏɼʇʎɇȻ ʃʊʏʀʇʎɇȻ ʀʏɾɉȻ
ɾɼʉʉʊʏɉ

In accordance with the features of individual districts, plans for land use and construction of facilities such as roads, parks and buildings are
determined in the city planning incorporating the local residents’ opinions. Based on these plans, development and construction are given
regulated guidelines to ensure and maintain a desirable urban district environment. For smooth promotion of the conversion of under-utilized
or unused land to fair and reasonable land use districts, designation of redevelopment promoting districts is made in the city planning also, to
provide integrated and comprehensive guidelines for sound development projects regarding public facilities and structures. Fukuoka City has
designated 101 districts such districts totaling roughly 1,240.1 hectares (3,210.5 acres).

Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Height Restrictions and Setbacks
৸๗එࣤѢॺޗᅅనȻȻ
ɮɾʃʀʈɼʏʄɾȻɟʄɼʂʍɼʈʎȻʊʉȻɭʀʎʏʍʄɾʏʄʊʉʎȻʄʉȻɣʀʄʂʃʏȻɵʊʉʀ

ൌڴଟɌɐӓ̶Һӝ
৸̛๗̛එ̛ࣤ

Ɍ

ఉၾ

ɋɉɐ

ɟʐʀȻʉʊʍʏʃ

Ɍ

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɪʉʀȻɌɐʈȻ
ɣʀʄʂʃʏȻɵʊʉʀ

Ɍɐ
ʈ

ൌଟɌɐӓ̶Һӝ
৸̛๗̛එ̛ࣤ
ɞʇɼʎʎȻɯʒʊȻɌɐʈȻ
ɣʀʄʂʃʏȻɵʊʉʀ

Ɍɉɍɐ
ɐʈ

࿕එၾഊࢩވႦѣ
ၾഊѢທᇓѢ
བྷഴഊѢࢩވದ
ɩʊʍʏʃȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀ
ʊʍȻʊʋʋʊʎʄʏʀȻʎʄɿʀȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀȻʊʁȻʏʃʀȻʉʊʍʏʃȻʍʊɼɿ

ɓʈ

࿕එၾഊࢩވႦѣ
ၾഊѢທᇓѢ
བྷഴഊѢࢩވದ

Ɍ

ఉၾ
ɟʐʀȻʉʊʍʏʃ

ɋɉɐ

Ɍ
Ɍɐ
ʈ

Ɍɉɍɐ
ɐʈ
ɓʈ

̠०Ѣ৸щрɒӓ̶ҺӝႴႰпј̜එ҆ގஊуాގрɍ݀ڒѢ॔ඝџѣȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻȻ ɩʊʍʏʃȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀ
ʊʍȻʊʋʋʊʎʄʏʀȻʎʄɿʀȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀȻʊʁȻʏʃʀȻʉʊʍʏʃȻʍʊɼɿ
̛
สᄿщҀѲя̝҇
̠०Ѣ৸щрɒӓ̶ҺӝႴႰпј̜එ҆ގஊуాގрɍ݀ڒѢ॔ඝџѣ
̠ڴආѢൔආඑўѝѢ॔ඝѸܴўѝѢ॔ඝѢကџјињѣൌȻȻ
สᄿщҀѲя̝҇
̛
ଟɌɐӓ̶Һӝ৸๗එࣤѢཧڗћࠋᇬщҀѿчќржѾѲэ̝

ˀɩʊʏȻ ɼʋʋʇʄɾɼɽʇʀȻ ʏʊȻ ʎʏʍʐɾʏʐʍʀʎȻ ʊʁȻ ʇʀʎʎȻ ʏʃɼʉȻ ʎʀʑʀʉȻ ʈʀʏʀʍʎȻ ʀɼʑʀʎɈʃʀʄʂʃʏȻ ɼʉɿȻ

ˀɩʊʏȻ ɼʋʋʇʄɾɼɽʇʀȻ ʏʊȻ ʎʏʍʐɾʏʐʍʀʎȻ ʊʁȻ ʇʀʎʎȻ ʏʃɼʉȻ ʎʀʑʀʉȻ ʈʀʏʀʍʎȻ ʀɼʑʀʎɈʃʀʄʂʃʏȻ ɼʉɿȻ
ʏʒʊȻʎʏʊʍʄʀʎȻʊʍȻʇʀʎʎȻɼɽʊʑʀȻʏʃʀȻʂʍʊʐʉɿɉ
ˀɭʀʎʏʍʄɾʏʄʊʉʎȻ ʊʉȻ ʎʏʍʐɾʏʐʍʀʎȻ ʄʉȻ ʃʊʐʎʄʉʂȻ ɾʊʈʋʇʀʓʀʎȻ ʊʍȻ ʎʏʍʐɾʏʐʍɼʇȻ ʎʀʂʈʀʉʏʎȻ
ʎʐɾʃȻ ɼʎȻ ʏʊʒʀʍʎȻ ʈɼʔȻ ɽʀȻ ɼʇʇʀʑʄɼʏʀɿȻ ʒʄʏʃʄʉȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʍɼʉʂʀȻ ʊʁȻ ʏʃʀȻ ɾʇɼʎʎȻ ʏʒʊȻ ɌɐʈȻ
ʃʀʄʂʃʏȻȻʕʊʉʀɉȻ

ൌڴଟɍɋӓ̶Һӝ
৸Ȼ̛๗̛Ȼඑ̛Ȼࣤ

Ɍ

ఉၾ

ɋɉɐ

ɟʐʀȻʉʊʍʏʃ

Ɍ

ɞʇɼʎʎȻɪʉʀȻɍɋʈȻ
ɣʀʄʂʃʏȻɵʊʉʀ

Ɍɉɍɐ
ɍɋ
ʈ

ʏʒʊȻʎʏʊʍʄʀʎȻʊʍȻʇʀʎʎȻɼɽʊʑʀȻʂʍʊʐʉɿɉ

ൌଟɍɋӓ̶Һӝ
৸̛๗̛එ̛ࣤ
ɞʇɼʎʎȻɯʒʊȻɍɋʈȻ
ɣʀʄʂʃʏȻɵʊʉʀ

Ɍ
ఉၾ
ɟʐʀȻʉʊʍʏʃ

ɋɉɐ

Ɍ

Ɍɋ
ʈ

࿕එၾഊࢩވႦѣ
ၾഊѢທᇓѢ
བྷഴഊѢࢩވದ
ɩʊʍʏʃȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀ
ʊʍȻʊʋʋʊʎʄʏʀȻʎʄɿʀȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀȻʊʁȻʏʃʀȻʉʊʍʏʃȻʍʊɼɿ

ɓʈ

̠ڴආѢൔආඑўѝѢ॔ඝѸܴўѝѢ॔ඝѢကџјињѣ
̛ൌଟɍɋӓ̶Һӝ৸๗එࣤѢཧڗћࠋᇬщҀѿчќржѾѲэ̝
ˀɭʀʎʏʍʄɾʏʄʊʉʎȻ ʊʉȻ ʎʏʍʐɾʏʐʍʀʎȻ ʄʉȻ ʃʊʐʎʄʉʂȻ ɾʊʈʋʇʀʓʀʎȻ ʊʍȻ ʎʏʍʐɾʏʐʍɼʇȻ ʎʀʂʈʀʉʏʎȻ
ʎʐɾʃȻ ɼʎȻ ʏʊʒʀʍʎȻ ʈɼʔȻ ɽʀȻ ɼʇʇʀʑʄɼʏʀɿȻ ʒʄʏʃʄʉȻ ʏʃʀȻ ʍɼʉʂʀȻ ʊʁȻ ʏʃʀȻ ɾʇɼʎʎȻ ʏʒʊȻ ɍɋʈȻ
ʃʀʄʂʃʏȻȻʕʊʉʀɉ

Ɍɉɍɐ
ɍɋ
ʈ

Ɍɋ
ʈ

࿕එၾഊࢩވႦѣ
ၾഊѢທᇓѢ
བྷഴഊѢࢩވದ
ɩʊʍʏʃȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀ
ʊʍȻʊʋʋʊʎʄʏʀȻʎʄɿʀȻʋʍʊʋʀʍʏʔȻʇʄʉʀȻʊʁȻʏʃʀȻʉʊʍʏʃȻʍʊɼɿ

ɓʈ

Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Regulations - Local

Urban Planning Zones
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ɫʍʀʁʀɾʏʐʍʀɇȻɞʄʏʔȻɼʉɿȻɯʊʒʉȻɝʊʐʉɿɼʍʄʀʎ
Source: http://www.toshikeikaku-city-fukuoka.jp/toshi-panfu.html
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Traditional Architectural Themes
Built Environment & Nature

All traditional Japanese architecture has a strong relationship with the natural environment. The Japanese view nature as permanent and the
built environment as temporary. This attitude is reflected in their architecture. The lightness of the timber construction and the transparency
of enclosure creates a harmonious balance with the site. The buildings are almost always elevated from the ground as to touch the earth in
the most minimal way, emphasizing the fragility of the built environment.
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Traditional Architectural Themes
Lightness & Temporal

Many associate sleek, minimalist, and modern as attributes inherent with traditional Japanese design. The Japanese have always worked
in ways which westerners view as hip or modern. The design aesthetic comes from the use of the local materials accessible on the island
nation. It also reflects a deeper philosophy that regards the earth and nature as a permanent force where human existence and influence is
all temporary. Their design aesthetic reflects this mentality. Even within the timber structures the sliding walls made of rice paper (fusoma) can
open to create one continuous flow of space, making the interiors of buildings flexible and temporary.
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Traditional Architectural Themes
Spatial Flow

The plan to the below reflects a traditional Japanese home. One can
see the only fixed portions of the building are the structural elements
that ground the building to the site. The rest of the infill is covered by
using the fusoma sliding walls. This structural system is common even
in the contemporary buildings of Japan. Many structures are based off
of a multiple of the tatami mat and infilled with lighter, more transparent
structure. Below are examples of the sliding doors creating different
sequences of space.

Source: Engel, Heinrich. The Japanese House; A Tradition for Contemporary Architecture. Tuttle Publishing. Tokyo, Japan. 1977
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Traditional Architectural Themes
Vernacular Qualities

Japanese construction is all based on proportions. The
tatami mat is a traditional Japanese flooring system made
from the tatami reed. These mats are generally made
according the human proportions (most sizes are around
3’x6’). Modern day homes and traditional buildings are
based on the proportions of the mats and the various
configurations that can be used to articulate rooms.

Source: Engel, Heinrich. The Japanese House; A Tradition for Contemporary Architecture. Tuttle Publishing. Tokyo, Japan. 1977
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Contemporary Japanese Architecture
Kazuyo Sejima / SANAA

Kazuyo Sejima and her collaborative firm SANAA is the epitome of contemporary
Japanese architecture. The style contains all the aspects one would attribute to
traditional Japanese design but their work speaks to the contemporary design
strategies. They combine a minimalist form with a light and transparent aesthetic.

Source: El Croquis. Sanaa 1983-2004: Sejima Nishizawa. Madrid, Spain. 2004
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Contemporary Japanese Architecture
Tadao Ando

Tadao Ando’s work is an interesting blend of Japanese philosophy
and modern technology. His abstract forms sit like sculptures,
integrated into the landscape. His buildings unlike, SANAA, sit
within the earth and emphasize the strong connection of the
building and nature.

Source: El Croquis. Tadao Ando 1983-2000. Madrid, Spain. 2000
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Contemporary Japanese Architecture
Kengo Kuma

Kengo Kuma is well-respected around
the world for his skill at manipulating
space. Kuma has experienced all of the
major, modern architectural movements
in Japan and it is reflected through his
architecture. His early architecture reflects
attempts to compete with the flashy,
fast-paced lifestyle of Japan. However,
after the economic bubble and eventual
collapse of the early 90’s, Kuma simplified
his architecture into one continuous
gesture. His articulation of numerous small
elements creates one seamless facade
that blends into the chaotic lifestyle that is
contemporary Japan.

All Images from: GA 19: Kengo Kuma. ADA Editors. Tokyo, Japan. October, 2005
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Contemporary Japanese Architecture
Junya Ishigami

Junya Ishigami is a young Japanese architect, who like many of his Japanese contemporaries, has mastered an understanding of space.
His work at the Kanagawa Technology Institute illustrates not only an intuitive spatial experience but the project itself represents an
educational model that is refreshing and interesting. As Ishigami describes, “I wanted to make a space with very ambiguous borderlines,
which has a fluctuation between local spaces and the overall space, rather than a universal space like that of Mies. This allows a new
flexibility to emerge, revealing reality rather than shaping it.”

All Images from: http://archide.wordpress.com/2009/02/06/junya-ishigami’s-university-project-space-tokyo
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School Design
Acoustics

Proper acoustics is a critical part of any
school. Schools have varying degrees of
noise levels and varying levels needed
for noise control. Noise associated with
young children and adolescence must be
controlled to allow the specific activities
within the program to function without
disruption, especially the programs like
music rooms, dining areas, auditoriums,
and any kind of woodshop or craft areas.
The images below and to the right illustrate
sample design solutions to control sound
reverberations.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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School Design
Daylighting

Daylighting has a great impact on the success of an educational setting. The
chart on the left illustrates the proper amount of light for each task associated
with learning. The diagram below shows a classroom and the suggested amount
of daylight for each activity within the classroom. These charts give a solid
precedent for lighting in learning environments, however, there area other factors
to be considered when factoring in daylight, for example, color. The reflection of
daylight on certain colors and textures creates different atmospheres, some more
conducive to learning than others.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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School Design

Daylighting

These diagrams show various
daylighting strategies for different
room layouts and roof schemes.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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School Design
Exteriors

The articulation of exterior spaces within a school
is just as important to the design of the interior
spaces. Well designed exterior spaces can influence
the activities within the building. They also can
provide exterior places of learning and interaction.
Furthermore, exterior spaces are critical for growing
children to exercise and interact with each other.
Exterior spaces not only provide the opportunity to
learn but also can provide a peaceful retreat from the
demands of the classroom.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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School Design

Organizational Strategies
Scattered Plan
The Scattered Plan separates the program pieces into
individual entities. This plan is a form of the clustered plan
but taken one step further. Instead of being linked by one
exterior skin, these program pavilions are linked by a larger
landscaping strategy. The scattered pavilions draw some
precedence from the traditional Japanese teahouse, garden
experience where a visitor moves from teahouse to teahouse
through an articulated garden landscape.

Radial Plan
The Radial plan breaks down the traditional school building typology and
creates a seamless flow of space with an emphasis on the internal courtyard.
With the courtyard surrounded by program there is an articulated sequence of
privacy from the external world through the school program and finally to the
private, inner courtyard. There is also the opportunity to allow the internalized
courtyard and the exterior to have a dialogue through a transparent building
envelope. The radial plan presents a space with no corners which provides
a certain level of transparency and an ambiguous flow of space that can be
found in traditional Japanese homes.
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Street Plan
The Street Plan layout offers a dynamic interior experience
for students and faculty alike. This layout breaks down the
traditional typology of the school into a more familiar, a more
casual environment. The environment created within the
building promotes interaction and casual conversation by
providing many break-away spaces from the major circulation
artery. The fragmented plan can also emphasize the sequence
from the exterior and the interior with spaces that allow nature
to enter into the building.

Clustered Plan
The Clustered Plan provides specific groupings of program
with allotted breakout spaces, emphasizing the sequence
of the private classroom setting with the more public
circulation and gathering spaces. Whether grouped by
grade level or by a particular subject, these clustered
program pieces help give identity to the spaces within the
building. The clusters allow for group gathering spaces
while also providing green spaces to permeate the built
environment.
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Hans Scharoun

School Design Philosophy

Hans Scharoun was an architect in post-war Germany. He designed many public buildings all
of which had one intent, to break with the Nazi Fascism and create buildings that encouraged
individualism and diversity. His school designs were somewhat radical at the time. His plans
for schools came from a belief about children and education, how at the certain stages of
development, children require different sized, varied colors and certain orientations to achieve
the maximum learning potential.

Geschwister Scholl 1960
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Source: Jones, Peter Blundell. Hans Scharoun: A Monograph. G. Fraser. London, England. 1978.
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Tezuka Architects

Fuji Kindergarten - Tokyo, Japan

The Fuji Kindergarten in the outskirts of Tokyo offers a contemporary vision of Japan’s
eagerness to revolutionize the education system. The kindergarten was commissioned
by the local elementary school principal and his wife. They wanted a school that focused
on the children’s development and adopted a more interactive learning environment.
The school is an oval shape that surrounds an interior play area. There are no fixed walls
within the oval shape. The classroom spaces are completely flexible and create a subtle
transition from the neighboring context, the classrooms and the interior play area. The roof
is an accessible deck that acts as an extra play surface for the children.

Source: http://www.tezuka-arch.com/english/index.html
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Mary Ann Thompson

Stamford Children’s School - Stamford, CT

The program for the Children’s School was a school for 60 children 2-8,
designed as a “one room schoolhouse”. Roof planes subtly tilt against one
another to let in light from above as they also define the classroom spaces
below, without the use of walls. The scheme has multiple relationships to the
exterior play areas with doors out from every classroom. The shifting plan
allows for a fragmented reading of the building that reduces the scale of the
mass to be more in keeping with the scale of the child. This precedent offers
interesting ways of dealing with issues of scale according to age groups.

Source: http://www.maryannthompson.com/
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Herzog & De Meuron

Facade Systems & Visual Aesthetics
Herzog & De Mueron are masters of articulation both of space and of
the fine architectural details. Their extensive work in facade design and
treatments are a source of inspiration, especially in the development of
screening devices. The two works shown here (DeYoung Museum and
the Rehabilitation Center in Basel, England opposite page) are interesting
examples of facade screens. The quality of the courtyard spaces also
inform the project of different qualities of communal space.

Source: El Croquis. Herzog & DeMeuron, 1998-2002 (El Croquis 109/110). Madrid, Spain. 2004
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Arup

Druk White Lotus School - Ladakh, India

The Lotus School in Ladakh, India works
very well at resolving environmental issues
while also creating a successful school.
The school orients itself to maximize
cross-ventilation. The schools program
creates an inner courtyard with several
sunken levels that respond to the slope
but also provide a “cold sink” that provides
a cooler area for children to play outside.
The classroom designs make use of local
materials and maximize indirect lighting to
diffuse the strong Indian sun and create a
pleasant learning environment.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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Shimon & Gideon Powsner

Hachoresh School - Zicron Yaacov, Israel

The Hachoresh School in Israel relates well to
the site context. The concept of the building
came from the ravine where the site sits. The
plan is laid out as a series of linking courtyards
between the classroom buildings. These
courtyards provide great secondary spaces
off of the circulation avenue that allow for
casual conversation and student and teacher
interaction.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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Architecture PLB

Jo Richardson Community School - Dagenham, UK

The Jo Richardson School in the United Kingdom is a
great example of the “street layout” plan. The parti is
fairly simple. The more public functions are located to the
forefront of the street axis. Behind the entry and public
program there is the two story atrium that cuts the space
and creates an intriguing spatial dynamic through the main
circulation axis. The classroom wings then come off of the
street with intermediate green spaces between each wing.
This school is an interesting way of organizing a program
of similar size and scope.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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Benisch Architekten

Montessori School - Ingolstadt, Germany

From the outset, the Montessori School in Ingolstadt, Germany set
out to break the institutional feel that is instantly associated with
educational buildings. Benisch achieved this by articulating different
architectural styles for the different programs within the school. The
varied architectural forms were then scattered around the site, creating
a small campus with the relatively small, school program. The location
of the buildings helps articulate linkages and exterior green space that
works with the overall strategy of the school design.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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Plus + Bauplanung

Protestant Comprehensive School - Gelsenkirchen, Germany

The Protestant Comprehensive School works in a similar fashion to the school by Benisch. The school consists of several buildings that do not
look or feel like “a school” in the traditional sense, rather the buildings work like a small community to enhance the learning process. The scale
of these buildings also fit the user as they suit the function without becoming an overwhelming architectural statement.

Source: Dudek, Mark. Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual. Birkhauser Publishing. Basel, Switzerland. 2008
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Ground Floor Plan
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Second Floor Plan
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Third Floor Plan
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Presentation Model
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Presentation Model
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Presentation Boards

RE-ACTIVE | ARCHITECTURE
“Faced with a scenario of contradictions, the reactive demands an understanding and a critical and selective compression of information, which is potentially evolutionary…
Rather than regenerating (completing) or transforming (redeÄning) reality, re-activism is an issue of “resonating” with, in order to reform, restructure, reactivate – reality.”
-Manuel Gausa
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This mentality suited the Post War generations as it pushed Japan back onto the global stage both economically and technologically. However,
now that Japan has reached a level of success, the conformity at the expense of individualism is obsolete. Japan is living in the 21st century
but still clings to an educational model of the 20th century. The repercussions are starting to show with the younger generations. The “future
of Japan” is trying to Änd a new direction for their country but cannot overcome the oppressive educational system that breeds obedient, productive workers.
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With an education system based on scoring, testing, and personal achievements, bullying and school violence is prevalent in many schools
throughout Japan. Students who may have a hard time adapting to the rigid educational structure are singled out by other students for being
slow or lazy. There is an amazing paradox between the social nature of Japanese communities and the Äerce competitive nature that arises
within the school system. This Äerce competition causes many students to take their own lives or exert their frustrations on other students.
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The structure of the education system in Japan promotes a conformity that runs parallel with a larger social expectation of becoming a productive, lifetime worker. This conformity creates a highly competitive, highly volatile learning environment. The system revolves around memorization and retention, which diminishes the students’ ability to express themselves and think creatively. As it stands, any potentially interactive
activities are restricted to textbooks. Art, crafts, and the sciences are all taught straight from the textbook.
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Japan currently faces an overwhelming aging population and a declining birth rate. It is predicted that by 2100 Japan’s population will have
halved from the current 127.76 million. In a recent survey conducvted by, Xinhuanet, 87% of the respondents stated that they are concerned
that a society with such a dwindling population will not be able to maintain the social security system. Furthermore, 76 % of respondents said
Japan was not a good place to raise children. This issue, as illustrated in the Åow chart to the right, uncovers what seems to be the root of the
problem, the educational system.
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Cram Schools
Based on Johnson, and Johnson’s (1996) study, about 60% of Japanese high school students attend extra programs after school in order to
prepare for entrance examinations. Some students go to cram schools because they do not want to fall behind their classmates. Since the education system is setup in such a way that does not allow for discussion, students who need to ask questions must do so after school hours.
Furthermore, students would not ask question in the Ärst place, for the questioning of the sensei during a lecture is seen as disrespect.
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Believing that architecture can provide a means for social institutions to evolve, this thesis investigates
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These images illustrates the choice that many Japanese adolescence face today: Conformity or Rejection
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The proposed program consists of a junior high school
which is to replace the current junior high school on the site.
The proposal also allows for the future development of a
high school, which would be physically linked to the junior
high school and based on the same learning principles. The
school’s
School’s Population: 250-300 children, ages 11 to 13 years
old.
Program Size:

10,384 m2 GSF
7269 m2 NSF

The program is structured around four educational themes:
Pro-active - Informal, lecture-style learning
Interactive - Hands-on activities and Cooperative learning
Active - Exterior play Äelds and gardens
Solitary - Areas for study and/or collaboration

FUKUOKA

Fukuoka, Japan

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

Aside from Tokyo, Fukuoka is considered one of the more progressive cities in Japan. Unlike Tokyo, Fukuoka has a well deÄned city center
with many surrounding residential neighborhoods. The site is located just outside the city center. It lies between the city center and what is
considered a residential center. In order to promote the education of the next generation, Fukuoka has also initiated a program called Fukuoka Power. The program has set up 6 “Children’s Plazas” in different parts of the city. These plazas are designed to promote communication
and open up a channel for consultation for the beneÄt of parents and their children.
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THE ARCHITECTURE
After the war and the subsequent American occupation, the Japanese constructed many new schools, all of which were built on a standard module, a long, linear, single loaded corridor building with a series of classrooms. Any specialized program, for instance the library or cafeteria were simply added by combing two or three classroom modules. The lack of deÄnition of these functions makes for a dull
and monotonous educational experience. In a country that prides themselves on technological innovations, the places of education are dismal, outdated structures that only further inhibit progress within
the educational system.
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